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M hterraYMurray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon. No% ember 10, 1979 Ledger & TimesIn Our 100th Year 20e Per Copy Volume IN No. 268
DISCUSSING WEDDING PLANS—Judy Nantau, as Yente the Matchmaker, and Theresa Burke, as the mother GoIde,
discuss wedding plans for Tevye's oldest daughter to an aging butler in the Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre's production of -fiddler on the Roof." Tickets are available at the door for the play which will begin at 8
tonight at A. Carman Pavilion on College farm Road. The show, presented in the round, will continue Nov. 15 16
and 17.
Photo By ). Waliam PhilWps
One Of Largest Groups Ever
Carroll To Propose Hike
In County Road Aid Fund
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
WULSVILLE, KY. (AP) Gov. Julian
Carroll says he will propose that the
General Assembly increase the amount
_of money in the county road aid fund
and give local officials more control
over how the money is spent.
Carroll' indicated Friday that the
additional revenue could be produced
by increasing the state gasoline tax, but
said the increase would be politically
feasible only if voters could see direct,
results in the form of better roads.
Carroll said in an interview that he
will reveal the details of his proposal to
legislators at the pre-legislative con-
ference later this month.
"Just to flat raise the gas tax — you
can't get it done. You have to convince
the public that the money's going to
flow home," Carroll said after a
meeting of the Governor's Task Force
on Transportation.
"I'm not only talking about (in-
creasing) the flow of money, but about
spending — about more local control
over spending," he added.
The governor declined to elaborate
Carroll's comments came after he
Fans To Accompany Racers To Western
One of the largest groups of Murray
State University football fans is ex-
pected to accompany the Racers to
Bowling Green Saturday, Nov. 17, for
the game which could bring the
university sole possession of its first
Ohio Valley Conference Championship
in 72 years.
With an 8-1-1 record over-all and a 5-0
record in the conference, the Racers
will meet Western Kentucky Univer-
sity', Hilltoppers in Smith Stadium
with the kickoff scheduled for 1 p.m.
Before the game, Murray alumni,
students, faculty and friends are in-
vited to an 11 a.m. to 12 noon' brunch in
Room 349 of the Downing Student
Center, located just across the street
from the stadium.
Although sponsored by the Murray
State Alumni Association, local
arrangements are being coordinated by
Dr. Emmett Burkeen, a 1949 graduate
and currently a professor of counselor
education at Western.
Reserve seat tickets for the game, at
$4.50 each, may be purchased in ad-
vance by contacting Bobby Hauk, ticket
sales manager, Academic Athletic
Building No. 1, 336 Marylan Drive,
Western Kentucky University, Bowling
Green, KY 42101.
Advance tickets also are available at
Murray State through the office of Joe
Ward, the Racers' ticket manager.
Ward's office is located on the 3rd Floor
of Sparks Hall and will be open daily
from 8 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. through
Friday.
Ward said more than 500 tickets to the
game already have been sold through
his office and an additional /50 will be
available early in the week of the 11th.
"Murray fans," he said, "should
request tickets for the Murray State
Tehran Radio Reports Khomeini
Will Not Receive Anyone Soon
By The Associated Press
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini will not
receive anyone over the weekend,
Tehran Radio reported today. It ap-
parently dashed hopes for the early
release of some 60 Americans held
hostage at the U.S. Embassy in the
Iranian capital for nearly a. week by
Moslem militants demanding the
shah's extradition.
The broadcast, monitored by the
Kuwait News Agency, said Khomeini's
decision was announced without
elaboration, but that observers felt it
meant discussion of the fate of the
captives was postponed until Monday.
Palestine Liberation Organization
sources had said they expected some of
the hostages — perhaps a dozen —
would be released soon as a result of
PLO mediation, but the State Depart-
ment was less optimistic.
Libya criticized the PLO for its effort
today, saying the PIA) "should stand
with all Arabs by the side of the Islamic
revolution in Iran that faces an
American-Zionist plot."
Meanwhile, a Kuwaiti newspaper, Al
Slyassah, claimed Sudanese President
Gaafar Nimeiri was on a secret visit to
Washington, both for treatment at
Walter Reed Hospital and consultations
with the U.S. government.
It quoted diplomats as saying Nimeiri
arrived in Washington Tuesday and
was due to leave today or Sunday. But
there was no immediate confirmation
and it was not known if the visit might
be connected with the Iranian crisis.
The U.N. Security Council urged
immediate release of the captives
Friday, but the plea apparently fell on
deaf ears, and angry Americans took to
the streets of their cities to vent their
rage.
A PLO source in Istanbul, Turkey,
said the three-man team guerrilla chief
Yasser Arafat sent to Tehran was
hopeful some of the hostages would be
freed soon.
The source, who asked anonymity,
claimed the Palestinian emissaries
were meeting with representatives of
Khomeini and the Iranian mob who
took over the embassy Sunday.
The source said the invaders told the
PLO officials the captives were in good
health and being given food and water,
although relief officials of the Iranian
Red Lion organization said some were
under "mental duress."
The source and other PLO officials
said they were informing President
Carter's peace emissary, former
Attorney General Ramsey Clark, of the
progress of negotiations.
Clark and Senate aide William Miller
were stalled in Istanbul Wednesday
SALT II Treaty Heads
For Long Senate Debate
WASHINGTON (AP) — The SALT H
treaty is heading toward a long and
heated Senate debate that Democratic
leaders say will begin only when
"prospects for ratification are bright."
The pact was voted out of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee on a 9-6
roll call vote Friday in a major foreign
policy success for President Carter.
But the divisions on the committee
and in the full Senate are so deep that
prospects for SALT II being ratified by
the necessary two-thirds vote are un-
certain at best.
The treaty could be placed on the
Senate calendar shortly:1. Sitter
Thanksgiving, following the writing of
majority and minority reports.
However, there are strong in-
dications actual debate may not begin
Until December and perhaps later
Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho, the
Foreign Relations Committee chair-
man, said he has taken no vote count.
By most estimates a majority of
senators remain officially un-
committed.
But Church added: "I would hope the
majority leader does not report the
treaty until its prospects for ratification
are bright. That's his plan." Robert
Byrd, D-W.Va , is the Senate's majority
leader.
Senate Republican !Rader Howard
H. Raker of Tennessee, a GOP
presidential contender, said the margin
by which the committee recommended
cnefteaty be approved is not enough for
ratification by the Senate.
—The Senate will probably insist on
amendments" to the treaty, he said,
warning that a lack of amendments
"will kill it."
when Iranian authorities refused to
meet with them or receive the letter
they were carrying from the U.S.
president urging freedom for the
hostages.
The Iranians want the United States
to haul Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
from the New York hospital where he is
being treated for cancer and extradite
him to Iran as a war criminal,
something Washington has refused to
do.
Asited about chances for gaining
freedom for the hostages, State
Department spokesman Hodding
Carter said in Washington, "I am not
able to offer you some new hope about a
speedy release."
section if they plan to order them in
advance from Hauk and the Hilltop-
pers' ticket office.",
Tickets for this section also may be
purchased until 10 a.m. the day of the
game at the ticket office on the main
floor of Diddle Arena, also just across
the street from the Downing Student
Center.
Two special buses also have been
made available for Murray State
' students wishing to go to Bowling
Green, according to Ross Meloan,
administrative assistant to Dr. Frank
Julian, vice-president for student
programs.
Round trip tickets are $2.00 per
person and may be purchased at the
Student Activities Office in the Student
Center, phone number 762-6921. The
buses, Meloan said, will leave from in
front of Winslow Cafeteria at 9:30 a.m.,
returning shortly after the game.
Also making the trip to Bowling
Green will be the 170-member Racer
band under the direction of David A.
Wells and with Tammy Melendez,
David Brumley and Tracy Sadler as its
field commanders.
The band's colorful halftime show
will consist of John Phillip Sousa's
"Stars and Stripes Forever"; a dance
routine to the theme from "What's
Happening" and featuring the guard
unit; an original drum solo with the
band's version of the '`27th Lancer
File" at the end.
The show will be concluded with "The
Bottle Dance" from "Fiddler on the
Roof," and in which the guard unit
again is featured with the band
providing powerful background music.
was presented with the task force's
final report.
One of the more controvetsial
recommendations in that report is that
the Legislature immediately increase
the motOr fuels tax by two-to-11 cents a
gallon.
The tax would later be converted to a
percentage of the average price per
gallon, thereby allowing tax revenues
to increase as the cost of gasoline rises.
The task force estimated that each
one-cent increase in the gas tax would
generate approximately $22 million
annually.
The proposal became an issue during
the last weeks of the gubernatorial
campaign, when Gov.-Elect John Y.
Brown Jr. said it might be a good way
to bolster the state's ailing road fund.
Brown's opponent, former Republican
Gov. Louie Nunn, then charged that
Brown could be counted on to raise
taxes, and would be responsible for
making the price of gas even higher
than it is.
Charles Beach of Beattyville,
chairman of the group's finance
Committee, Outlined reconunendations,
to the governor, saying the state
Transportation Department estimated
it will take $3 billion over the next 10
years to finance maintenance, debt
service, equipment replacement and
operational costs of the state's highway
system. The committee said:
—The Turnpike Authhority should
consider doubling current fees on toll
roads to keep up with inflation. This
would bring in an additional $24 million
a year over the biennium, the cern-
mittee said.
—The begislature should Increase
vehicle registration fees on all vehicles
from $12.50 to $25 to produce an ad-
ditional $60 million a year over the next
two years.
—The Legislature should consider
removing the 5 percent sales tax
exemption on motor fuels, and applying
it to the wholesale price to simplify
collection. The committee estimated
that the tax would bring in an additional
$66 million annually.
—The Legislature should consider
transferring debt service retirement
from the road fund to the state's
general fund, which has been growing
faster than the road fund. The transfer
would free up an additional $54 million
per year over the next two years.
"Each committee has identified
needs, but identifying the methods of
financing have been most difficult,"
Beach said.
He said the main factors influencing
any future funding decisions are what
transportation services Kentuckians
_waot; whkik. they can afford; what
they're willing to pay for, and how they
wish to pay.
Carroll agreed identifying needs is
not difficult. "What is most difficult is
'identifying and achiving solutions to
:hese needs," he said.
The task force also made recom-
mendations in the area of rail, water -




A seminar to inform area residents of
energy conservation measures that can
be applied in the construction or
remodeling of a home to help reduce
future energy consumption and costs is
scheduled for 7 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 15,
Room 240 of the Special Education
Building at Murray State University.
The seminar will be conducted by
William Whitaker, associate professor
in the Department of Engineering
Technology at Murray State. It is
designed to provide proven energy
conservation techniques that may be
applied in the remodeling of an existing
home or the construction of a new
home.
Coordinated by Murray State
University as a member institution of a
consortium of 17 Kentucky regional
universities and community colleges,
the seminar is sponsored by the Ken-
tucky Department of Energy through
the Kentucky Energy Conservation
Plan. Larry Moore, in the Office of
Extended Education at Murray State,
is the state director of the consortium
project.
Participants will receive information
regarding such topics as active and
passive solar applications, site




More than 140 people were arrested
after Americans clashed with Iranians
in the second day of street demon-
strations following the taking of 60
Americans hostage in the U.S. embassy
in Iran. U.S. political leaders urged
people to stay calm.
p.
OUTSTANDING fAN--- filtrs.-4oyahav.net1, right, Calloway County
High School athletic booster club president, presented Dwain Taylor the
"Outstanding Fan" award during last night's Laker football banquet. Ad-
ditional photos on Page 9.
"Do you know what would happen if I
write exactly what is happening out
there — if I transmit it to 34 million
Iranians?" asked Iranian reporter
Seyed Ahmad as he paced an'office just
a block from an angry demonstration in
Los Angeles.
About 130 Iranians and 15 Apericans
were arrested Friday in that West
Staff Photo eV Tony Wilson
Coast city when a march banned by
police turned into a melee between the
Iranians and a larger number of hostile
Americans.
The Iranians called the demon-
stration to show support for coun-
try-men who are holding about 60
hostages in the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran. Those students are demanding
the return of the shah from New York,
where he is undergoing treatment for
cancer.
Meanwhile, Americans carrying
placards saying "Punch Persian
Punks," "Death to Khomeini," and
"Nuke Iran" marched in Houston, Cape
Cod, Mass., Boulder, Colo.,
Philadelphia and Seattle while
President Carter and other politicians
urged them to keep calm.
Among those urging cool heads was
Minnesota Gov. Al Quie, who was
giving a reception for international
students when police arrested five —
including four Iranians — on charges of
attempting to kidnap him. Aides said
they had no idea what might have
sparked the alleged attempt and said
they did not believe Quie had made any
comment about the embassy takeover.
Quie expressed concern about hostile
lions to the arres:.,- ..ad urged:
"Let's not panic."
"Right now, I counsel anyone who
cares about those Americans to keep
their mouths shut," said Sen. Howard
Baker, R-Tenn
selection and placement, bulltitna,
codes, heating and air conditioning
systems, heat pumps, wood burning
stoves, marketing potential and
mortgage attitudes resulting from
home energy conservation measures
taken.
Additional information on the
seminars, which should be of particular
interest to persons who are considering
home construction or remodeling, real
estate professionals, home remodelers
and loan and mortgage lenders, may be
obtained by contacting the Office of
Conferences and Continuing Education,
Murray State University, Murray,




GULFPORT, Miss. (AP) — Kenneth
Wheat pleaded innocent Friday at his
arraignment on two charges of capital
murder in the July 29 slaying of a
honeymooning couple from Paducah.
Ky.
Wheat, 40, entered his innocent pleas
in Gulfport one week after he was ex-
tradited from Florida to face the
Mississippi charges.
He will stand trial Dec. 3 for the
murder of Theresa Mayer, 21, and on
Jan. 14, 1980, for the murder of her 24-
year-old husband, Joseph Mayer.
Wheat, indicted last month by a
Harrison County grand jury, remains
confined to Harrison County jail in
Gulfport without bond.
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Partly sunny and cold today.
Highs in the low to mid 40s.
Partly cloudy and very cold
tonight. Lows in the upper 20s to
low 30s. Mostly sunny bid con-
tinued cold Sunday. Highs iji the
mid 40s.
Kentucky Eittiaaiti roreeast
Fair and cold Monday. Warmer
with a chance for showers
Tuesday and Wednesday.
'4
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HEALTH
Careful exercise
Lawrence E. Lamb, MD.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm a
78-year-old lady and have
been in good health until two
years ago. I had a lot of back-
aches. My doctor tells me I
have osteoporosis. I'm taking
calcium with vitamin D. I
weigh 130 pounds. I get along
real well until I do some
heavy work like shoveling
snow or working in the yard.
My present problem is that
I'm losing hair. Every time I
comb my hair I comb out
quite a bunch and it doesn't
seem to be growing back. I'm
afraid I'm going to lose all my
hair, my head itches so much.
I've been going to a dermatol-
ogist for a year and it doesn't
help. He says there's no cure.
DEAR READER - First,
about your osteoporosis which
is softening of the bones and
occurs rather commonly as
people get older. It's particu-
larly apt to occur in small
women.
Calcium and vitamin D
have both been used in its
treatment* and are helpful in
some cases. It's certainly true
that .women on calcium defi-
cient diets are five times as
likely to develop osteoporosis
as those who have plenty of
calcium in the diet. __-
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 6-10,
Osteoporosis: Bone Softening.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551.
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
The -large iititri6erof older-
women with the dowager's
hump, or sometimes called
the buffalo hump, are people
who have osteoporosis. This
disease% is also responsible for
the major increase in frac-
tures in people past middle
age. That includes the hip
fracture that may occur with
a minor fall,
Now, as many of my read-
ers know. I often recommend
exercise. But it's like every-
thing else, it has to be used
properly. geople with osteo-
porosis have weakened skele-
rI"
tal systems. That means they
should avoid lifting, such as
shoveling snow and hard work
which might actually cause a
spontaneous fracture of a
vertebra or breaking of other
bones. That doesn't mean you
shouldn't exercise but it
should be a different type of
exercise to help strengthen
the body and gradually
strengthen the bony structure.
To achieve this, I recommend
the advice of a physical thera-
pist who can design a pro-
gram of activity suitable for
the individual.
I wish there was something
I could do about your losing
hair. We all tend to lose more
hair as we get older and in
some people it's more of a
problem than in others. That









The famous Irish dish called
Colcannon inspired this.
3 medium baking potatoes
about 1 pound
3 tablespoons butter, soft
10-ounce package frozen
chopped kale
1-3rd cup ( generous )
commercial sour cream
Salt and pepper to taste
Bake potatoes in a
-preheated- 400-degree- oven
until very soft about 45
minutes. Remove. skins and
force potato through a ricer or
mash until smooth: stir in
butter. Meanwhile cook kale
according to package
directions: drain, pressing out
liquid - there should be 3r -cup
kale: chop very fine. Mix
together potato. kale, • sour
cream, salt and pepper.
Reheat over boiling water or
in a microwave oven. Makes 4
servings.
Fri., Sat., Sun. 
7:15+ 10:30 Fri., Sat. 
'CEMETERY
GIRLS
THEY RISE AT NIGHT
FOR MORE THAN A BITE.















UNLEASHED THEIR ANIMAL DESIRES'
with inherited characteristics.
I am sending you The Health
Letter number 12-6. Hair
Care. You can learn from it a
lot about the hair and the dif-
ferent factors that affect los-
ing it.
About the best I can advise
are the things I'm sure your
dermatologist has already
told you - to avoid heat of
any form on the hair, don't
pull or comb it vigorously. In
fact, you'd be better off to use
a very wide tooth comb and
not to comb too frequently.
Anyone who does have an
excessive loss of hair for no
apparent reason should see a
dermatologist as you have
done to find out the cause.
There are a host of things
which can contribute to the
problem.
The University of Michigan
says that nearly 62 percent of
all entering freshmen in 1978
had graduated within the top
10 percent of their high-school
classes.
Local Agent
BILL BOYD, president of the Peoples Bank of Murray, presented the program at the Oc-
tober meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club held at the Hazel Community Center. He prepared
the New Orleans' recipe, Banana Foster, which was later served by the hostesses, Mrs.
Tommy Story and Mrs. Houston Ray. The devotion was by Mrs. Max Parks. The pledge to
the flag was led by Mrs. Dale Nance, president, who also explained the purposes of the club
to prospective members present who were Mesdames Tim Erwin, Joey Berland°, Bob
Washer, Annette Wilson, Cecil Dunlap, Mary Smith, and Bill Robinson. Mrs. Ray gave a
report on the First District KEW meeting at Mayfield with several Hazel members in at-
tendance. Other members present were Mesdames Hughes Bennett, [al Elliott, James R.
Latimer, Joe Thompson, Gerald Ray, Jackie Butterworth, Gerald Gallirnore, Nancy Simp-
son, Steve Knott, Tommy Paschall, Phil Liddle, Joe Oakley, and Wayne Wesson.
Make Bathroom Convenient For All




For an elderly or han-
dicapped person, it can be
frustrating or impossible to
perform cleanliness-routines--
in a bathroom not equipped
with safe and appropriate.
apparatuses. But with
thoughtful planning, the
elderly and handicapped can
carry on usual grooming




remodeling to include safe,
convenient fixtures and
furnishings.
Altering a bathroom can
range from easy-to-make
changes to the more com-
plicated, „ perhaps even
remodeling, depending-on the
person's degree of mobility or
type of handicap.
Some of the simple additions
that the include attaching
grab bars securely to the wall
near the tub, shower, sink and
toilet. If remodeling with new
fixtures, keep in mind that
some tubs and toilets include
grab bars as part of the unit.
Check that grab bars are non-
skid.
Supply non-breakable soap
dishes and drinking glasses.
Place 'these, other grooming
aids, towel racks, toilet tissue




The Ladies Tennis Group of
the Murray Country Club will
meet at the Murray High
School Tennis Courts On
Monday, Nov. 12, at 9:30 a.m.
to leave for the Kenlake
Tennis Center to play at 10
a.m.
Pairings are as follows:
Andrea Hogancamp, Emmy
Edwards, Lois Keller, and
I.illie Johnson.
Judy Carroll, Shelia Far-
mer, Carol Boaz, and Patsy
Oakley.
Brenda Marquardt, Agnes
Payne, Peggy Billington, and
Penny Cappock.
Lynn Stout, Shirley Homra,
Vickie Lance, and Janna
. Hughes.
Persons needing a sub-
stitute may call Carolyn
Bradshaw.
storage space at a height for
convenient access.
Provide a sturdy, slip-
resistant seat in bathtub or
shower. Tub and shower
flooring should have a nonslip
surface. If not built in, apply
-rough--textufed adissive-tape
strips. Well fitted, wall to wall
carpeting provides a surface
for more secure footing to
prevent falls on slippery
floors.
Good lighting is essential. A













Late Shoe Adult EntertainmentFri. I Sat. 11:40-11 rn_r only
iffEn
Now
MARLON BRANCO ROBERT'DUVALL MART- IN SHEEN
wee anus
114 a RIC FOPFif ALBEF4 4/1 SAM BY TOMS Ei
•
dangerous groping for a light
switch. Store medications
separately from other items
and label each in large, clear




than knobs. Other desirable
features may be ther-
mostatically controlled fit-
tings on the outside or the tub
or shower.
Don't overlook accessories
that make bathing and'
1Deciveac
By Abigail Van Buren
Gets Mileage
From Smileage
DEAR ABBY: A year ago I was a poor student, shy, lone-
ly. friendless, unhappy and I never smiled. I wrote to you.
and you gave me the best advice I ever received. Here it is:
"The key to being popular with both sexes is: Be kind. Be
honest. Be tactful. If you can't be beautiful (or handsome), be
Atell-groomed, tastefully attired, trim of figure and KEEP A
SMILE ON YOUR FACE!
"Be clean in body and mind. If you're not a 'brain.' try
harder. If you're not a great athlete, you can be a good sport.
Try to be a standout in something. If you can't dance or sing.
learn to play an instrument. Think for yourself, but respect
the rules. Be generous with kind words and affectionate
gestures, but save the heavy artillery for later. You'll be




I followed your advice step by step, and kept it handy
when lieu, low, I am now president of the sophomore class,
and I play the guitar. Smiling comes naturally to me. and I
have a boyfriend who is kind and respectable. My grades are
better, and I have more friends now than I ever dreamed I'd
have.
Abby. you're not the onis me who helped me. God helped
me. He answered my pra. Pr's.
CAROL
DEAR ABBY: After reading your column on HOW TO
DRIVE A SALESPERSON CRAZY. I felt compelled to give
the customer's side of it:
HOW TO MAKE A CUSTONIEWS DAY
• If a customer approaches, -run and hide in the back
room.
• Continue to chat with other salespersons about what
you did last night.
• Never smile. A deadpan stare tor frown) will discourage
customers from bothering you,
• Never offer assistance. Wait for the customer to ask for
help.
• Never serve customers in the order they enter the
shop. Wait ,on whoever has the nerve to elbow their way up
to the front.
• Don't stop stocking and taking inventory to serve
customers. The fact that their purchases pay your salary is
immaterial.
• Forget the motto, "The eustomer is always right." They
are always WRONG, so don't let them put anything over on
you. . -
• Chew gum, eat candy or sneak a smoke while you're on
the job. As long as your boss doesn't see you, it's OK.
• If a teenager tor someone who's not very well dressed)
wants to be waited on. either ignore them or don't waste
much time with them. Thel,''re probably "just looking"
anyway.
• If you do all the abol.e, he customer will surely shop
somewhere else and you w(111 i, be bothered wring up any
sales.
SORE AT SA I. SPEOPLE IN MILWAUKEE
DEAR ABBY: You said. -The younger man should
apologize to the older man" it they have had a falling out and
neither wants to make the first move.
Abby, if a person is wrong, no matter what his age, he
should apologize. Why should a person have to give in just
because he is younger?
Ithink respect should be noLautomatically given 
beto people just because they're en breathing for a long
time, 
11)I NG OUT StILL LEARNING
DE A R YOUNG: If you honestly feel that age datma't en-
title one to any spulal eormidetnika land a idka. 14
respectl, you still have, much to learn.
Problems? You'll feel better kyou _get them off your
cheat. For a personal reply isittrosi Als*;--Boz 69700. Los
Angeles, (al. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self -addressed
envelope. •
grooming easier and more
comfortable. A sponge with a
pocket to hold soap can be
readily gasped for lathering;
it also helps to keep the soap in
hand. A backbrush, hose-
spray attachment and a well-
lit mirror  kitgivvall _
near the wash basin are other
aids to consider.
Of course, the entire
bathroom 'should be kept
clean. If the person has to take
care of the room alone,
provide long-handled brushes
and sponges, as well as a
convenient spot for storing
cleaning products and cloths.
If designing a new bathroom
keep in mind that more space
is needed for persons in wheel
chairs or dependent on
walkers. Also, a toilet
measuring 18" from the floor
• is more convenient than a 15"
model. A wall mounted one is
easier to clean. Consider also
Your Individual E-1k 7;1' 
Horoscope -
 Frances Drake 
FOR SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
MIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) VA
You'll have a good time
romantically if you can avoid
conflicts about sex or money.
Be dependable when faced by
other's erraticism.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 201
Don't let a problem at home
cause tension between loved
ones. A change of plans
needn't be traumatic. Be
supportive.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Nervous tension could mar
work productivity. Talking
things over with close ones
will help you get it together.
Protect health.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Don't rebel against
limitations. If you've been
spending too much money on
good times, trim expenses
without pouting about it.
LEO
• (July 23 to Aug. 22)444g
Don't snap at family
members. Get in touch with
your creativity, and find
xonstructive outlets for the
need to express yourself.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 RP%.
You may have difficulty
saying what's really bothering
you. Inatead-OT
problems, get extra rest and
relaxation.
LIBRA -
(Sept. 23 to'Oet. 2 2 lat
Social life is lively, but you
could get upset about ex-
penses. One friend's attitude
towards4npney may irk you.
Stay cleat. of dissension: t-
SCORPIO
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You're anxious to make
career progress, but right now
you may be in too much of a
hurry. Stay away from ill-
conceived or premature ac-
tion.
SAGITTARIUS
INov. 22 to Dec 21 Xviitti>-setting the wash basin 36" - 
'high rather than 31",  
Don t fret about
providing space underneath.
Have plenty of. counter
space available on either side
of the basin for grooming
essentials and medications.
Finally, it's a good idea to
install a telephone in the
bathroom and a call signal
button so help can be sum-
moned in an emergency.
A bathroom that is equipped
with appropriate apparatuses
for the elderly and-or the
handicapped will greatly aid
daily grooming routines which
are important to a feeling of
well being for everyone.
Mozart wrote his first
symphony at the age of 7.
unavoidable delays. Enjoy the
company of friends and make
the most of any given
moment. Adaptability needed.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)10
A plan involving joint assets
or business is subject to
change. If your idea is good, it
still will be good another day.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
It may be hard to keep
everyone pleased now. Mates
or close ones need your special
attention. Be sure to include
them in your activities.
PISCES,
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) -)1(
Don't fight with others about
what ails you. If not feeling
well, get proper medical at-
tention. A close one is a
soothing influence.
YOU BORN TODAY are
idealistic, inventive, and high-
strung. Your greatest success
comes when you learn how to
make practical realities out of
your ideals. Do not let
firlancial considerations cause























259j Off Reg. Price
*Selected Groups Children's Shoes Values To $25 00 30% Off*Wolverine — Insulated
*Golden Retriever — Insulated Waterproof
*Chippewa — Lined Uppers
•Weinbrenner — Unlined Uppers
COMPARE QUALITY AND PRICE —
CREDIC CARDS WELCOME —
41,
- BURNETT'S SHOES










































































Community Calendar Events Listed
Saturday , Nos. 10
ACEI Children's Book Fair
will be from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30





School Fall Festival will be
held from 7 to 11 p.m. at the
Jeffrey Gym.
Hazel Units of Woodmen of
the World will have their
annual family night supper at
6:30 p.m.' at the Hazel Com-
munity Center. The' meal will
bt furnished by the units.
Benefit Supper and Gospel
Singing for Crippled
Children's Telethon will be at
Dexter Community Center.
Plate lunches will be served.
From 4 to 6:45 p.m. with the
singing at 7 p.m. This is
sponsored by Dexter
Homemakers Club.
Third night of "Angel
Street," mystery thriller, will
be presented at 8 p.m. in the
Murray State University
Theatre.,
'Third 'showing of -Fiddler
On The Roof" by , Murray-
Calloway Community
Theatre, lac., will be at 8 p.m.
at the A. Carman Pavillion,
College Farm Road.
Murray Square-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall with Mackie Alverson as
Ralph 1.orenz.
Al-A-Tlion is cheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
this -.is a support group for
familis and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229
Sunday, Nov. 11
Gary Hainsworth will report
on his two-year mission trip to
Lima, Peru, for Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints at 5 p.m. at Woodmen of
World Hall, Third and Maple
Streets.
Mr. and Mrs. rulas Wilson
of Murray Route 1 will be
honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception from 2 to 4 p.m. at
the Community Room,
Peoples Bank, North 12th and
Chestnut Streets. The family
requests that guests not bring
gifts.
Homecoming will be held at
the Calvary Temple Pen-
tecostal Church.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Edible
Wildfoods at 1 p.m. at Empire
Farm, and Harvest Fest from
1 to 4 p.m. at The Homeplace-
1850.
Helen Hodges will give a
review of Jesse Stuart's latest
book, The Kingdom Within, at
5:15 p.m. at the First
Christian Church. A reception
will follow.
Monday, Nov. 12
Pap Smear Clinic will be
held at 1 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center. Call
753-3381 for an appointment.
Russell's Chapel Unfted
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 1 p.m. at the home of
Lois Sparks.
-ritosbia tile- Hays-Cirele- of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
9:30-a.m. at the church.
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will, meet at
7:30 p.m. at the' club house







7:00 p.m. - Growth Through
Strong Christian Homes R. B. Barton
8:00 p.m. - Growth Through Love Bill Dillon
Tuesday, Nov. 13
7:00 p.m. - Growth Through Bible
Preaching and Teaching Henry Hargis
8:00 pin. - Growth Through Propeklercise
of Discipline Earl Claud
Thursday, Nov. 15
7:00p.m. - Growth Through World-
Wide Evangelism Bill McKee
8:00 p.m. - What is Growth"   Dean Crutchfield
Friday, Nov. 16
7:00p.m. - Growth Through Personal
Evangelism & Visitation Bruce Logue
8:00 p.m. - Growth Through
Strong Leadership Harold Irvan
mere Will Be A Break Between The Two Services Each Evening )
No Wednesday ?ARM Services
Coldwater
Church of Christ
taraill•1110 OWE) OOOOO EOM ian•••• OOOOO 111•••••••11•14,
"WORLD OF COLOR"















will have a pizza party at
Pagliai's from 6 to 7 p.m. This
is for members only.
Pine Bluff Craft Club will
meet with Phyllis Lusk.
Need Line Board of
Directors will meet at 12 noon
at Pagliai's.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
, North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-4875 or 759-
1792.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at? p.m.
at Ordway Hall. For in-
formation phone 762-6851.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the First United
Methodist. Church for the
seminar on "What Can We
Learn?" on Building A
Positive Single klentity.
Murray-Calloway County
Theatre Board of Directors is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.n.). 'at
the Calloway Public Library.
North Calloway Grade
School Basketball Tour-
nament will be from 5:30 to 9
p.m. at the school.
Ladies Barbershop Har-
mony Group will meet from 7
-to 8- -p.m. at-First Christian-
Church Educational Building.
All interested women are
invited, and persons do not
have to be able to read music.
Greenhouse for Senior
Citizens will be. open from 10
a.m. to 12 noon.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center
with lunch served at 11:45
a.m.
Murray High School
Chapter of FHA will have its
Daddy Date Night at 6 p.m.
Murray High School Junior
High Basketball Jamboree
Will be at 6 p.m.
Calloway Middle School
Basketball Jamboree,
sponsored by Athletic Booster
Club, will be at 6 p.m. at
Jeffrey gym, Calloway High.
Tuesday, Nov. 13
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet with Nancy Bogard
at 7 p.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Owen
Billington at 9 a.m., II with
Mrs. Ronald Churchill at 10
a.m., and HI with Mrs. Bailey
Riggins at 2 p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New
Providence with Beth Falwell,
Coldwater with Mrs. Hunter
Bazzell, and Paris Road with
Barbara White, all at 1 p.m.,
Countryside with Monica
Walston at 10 a.m.
Calloway County Y. F. Ettes
• will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
• Murray Vocational School.
•
•
• Murray Star Chapter No.
▪ 433 Order of the Eastern Star•














Over 5 yrs. $3.95 ea.
• No costumes or
uniforms
•











DATE: November 12th & 13th
DAYS: Monday & Tuesday











Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. John
Quertermous at 10 a.m. with
Dr. Mary Frank Valentine to
give the program; IV with
Mrs. Greg McKeel with Mrs.
Dan McKeel to give the
prOgrain.
Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Church will meet
with Mary Beth Harp at 7 p.m.
Circles of . First ,United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. Charles Rains,
Bessie Tucker with Mrs. Jack:
Winter, and Maryleona Frost
at the church, all at 9:30 a.m.,
and Faith Doran at church at 2
p.m.
First United Methodist•a Church Men's Breakfast will









• ▪ Mothers' Day Qui will be atIs 9 a.m. and 112.30 pm al brit-
• - - -
(witiside Shopping Center Clinic at Calloway County • Health Department will not be▪ hold-today, -
Children s Shop
Tuesday, Nov. 13
Murray Lions Club Radio
Auction will be from 6:30 toll
p.m.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Murray Branch of AAUW
will conduct a public hearing
to survey the needs of Murray
and surrounding counties'
Displaced Homemakers at the
Calloway Public Library at
7:15 p.m. For information call
753-1683.
Murray Band Boosters will
meet at the band room of the
high school at 7 p.m.
Senior Citizens groups will
meet as follows: Dexter at
Dexter Center at 10 a.m.;
Murray at Ellis Center from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.; Nutrition
Program For Elderly at
Douglas Center at 12 noon with
program by local library;
Hazel at Hazel Community
Center at 10 a.m.; Greenhouse
open from 10 a.m. to 12 noon.
Program on "National
Health Policies" will be
sponsored by Murray State
University Honor Society in
Nursing at 7 p.m. in Mason
Hall Nursing Auditorium.
Free seminar on energy
conservation in new home
construction will be held in







Mjos, Baby Boy (Jerri), Rt.
8 Bx.'940, Murray, Thompson,
Baby Boy, ( Lanora), Rt. 3,
Benton.-
Dismissals
Hugh R. Davenport, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Miss Eva Mae
Higgins, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Lucinda A. Byars and
Baby Boy, 1022 Lone Oak,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Dianna L.
Wilson and Baby Girl, Rt. 3
Bx. 244, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Jennifer D. Todd and Baby
Girl, 1603 Oak Hill Dr.,
Murray, Glenda S.
Littleton and Baby Girl, Rt. 2
Bx. 161A, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Hazel J. Ray, Rt. 4, Murray,
Ky., Allen Lee Sumner, Rt. 3
Bx. 96, Murray, Mrs. Jeanne
0. Blanton, 146 Riviera Ct.,
.Murray, David F. Boyd, 1617
College Farm Rd., Murray,
William Audra Barnhill, Rt. 2
Bx. 163, Buchanan„ Tenn., Bill
G. Harris, Rt. 8 Bx. 29,
Murray, Mrs. Carrla Jean
Herold, Rt. 8 Bx 7A, Murray,
Miss April L. Peal, Rt. 1, Bx.
95, Almo, Mrs. Ann T. Wood,
2006 Coldwater Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Elsie J. Thurman, P.O.
Bx. 254, .Murray, William S.
Mason, • Bx. 2638, College
Station, Murray, Mrs. Dehna
Parker, Rt. 3, Murray, Connie
West, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
Elanda Jean Trotter, ,Rt. 7,
Murray,. Mrs. Sanova B.
Dodd, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Iva
L. Paschall, Rt." 1, Hazel,
Ronald D. Hutchins, Rt. 3,
-iss-Deborah Lou Hari) Is
Engaged To Kenneth Perry
Mr. and Mrs. James Earp of Holladay, Tenn., announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Deborah Lou, to Kenneth Lee Perry, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Amos Perry of Murray.
The wedding vows will be read on Saturday, Nov. 17, at 2
p.m. at the home of the bride-elect's parents at Holladay,
Tenn. A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
THE ACE5"IRA G CORN, JR.
"Men are the sport of
circumstances, when the
circuMstances seem the
sport of men." -- Lord
Byron.
East took advantage • of
circumstances in his
defense of today's entrap-
ping slam. He knew declar-
er to be an expert and
played to take advantage of
that. He also knew his part-
ner was capable of error.
which helped him set the
trap.
East was Michael Becker
of New York City, a top
player who represented the
United States in the 1973
Bermuda Bowl.
-West led a trump, giving
nothing away with the lead.
and declarer won with his
jack. The jack of clubs was
led immediately and, when
West followed with the five,
dummy ducked and East
won the trick.
With what card? Well.
let's see *hat would have
happened had he won the
trick with his queen.
East would switch to
diamonds, but declarer
would win his ace (if the dia-
mond finesse were taken
and had succeeded, declarer
would still need some luck
in clubs). A heart would be
led to dummy's king and
dummy's king of clubs
pushed through. East's club
ace would be subjected to a
cuffing finesse and declar-
er's diamohd losers would
go on the clubs.
Becker knew that declar-
er's -club jack was Singleton
because an expert knows
that Blackwood is useless •
when holding a worthless
doubleton..So he won declar-
er's club jack with his ace'
East exited with his last
trump to dummy's king and
declarer cashed the club
king and ruffed a club. hop-
ing to drop the hidden queen
in the West hand. West's dis-
card came as a' complete
surprise (to declarer) and
now the slam was out of
JOB STRESS
NEW YORK (AP) - Stress
on the job is a normal part of
employment and does not
cause poor health or unhap-
piness nearly as much as does
a feeling of not being ap-
preciated, according to a
stilly by _the.. zmerican
-Acedsiny. of-- Family-
Physietans. -
The report adds that income
also is a his factor M how_ 
moth frieople-likeTheir work
reach. Declarer was forced
to try a diamond finesse and
West took his king for the
setting trick.
Even the best declarers
can go wrong when a




W K 9 5 4
• 10 8 6 3
• K 1094
WEST EAST
• 10 8 6 4 3 • Q 7 2
# 8 3 • 10 7
• K J 5 2 • 9 4
4 6 5 4AQ8 7 32
SOUTH






North East South West
Pass Pass lII Pass
4 IP Pass 4 NT Pass
5 • Pass 6 # All
pass










ANSWER: Three no trump.
A raise to two no trump satis-
fies the point requirements.
but dodges the issue. If the
club suit will run, game is a
good bet. If not, then two no
trump may also fail
. I
Send bridge questions to The Aces
l' 0 Box 12563. Dallas. Texas 75225.
aith self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply.
Copyright 1979
['tined Feature Slot& ate Inc
P.O. Bx. 693, Mayfie14, Hurley
D. Mullins, 930 Riggins,Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Irma G. Crooks,
P.O. Bx. 611, Murray, Mrs.
Ethel V. Dunn, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Walter 1. Todd, Rt. 7 Bx. 414,
Murray, Ernest L Hopper




(Teresa ), Rt. 1, Hickman.
Dismissals
Mrs. Stella M. Cavitt, 417
Cherry, Murray, Steven R.
Youngblood, Rt. 3, Benton,
Herbert J. Newberry, Rt. 8
Bx. 545, Murray, Mrs. Hattie
E. Osbron, Bx. 307 New
Concord, Thomas J. Hodges,
828 S. 4th, Murray, Mrs.
Darlene Porterfield, Rt. 4 Bx.
1.87A, Cadiz, Mrs. Patty L.
Cartwright, 320 N. 7th,
Mayfield, Mrs. Janice M.
Senftleber, 1627 Locust,
Murray, Mrs. Linda G.
Schoffner, P.O. Bx. 615, Paris,
Tenn., Leonard W. Walker:728
Nash, Murray, Mrs. Bobbie
Ferguson, P.O. Bx. 211,
Murray, Mrs. Dortha D.
Childress, Rt. 1, Hardin,
David H. Jacobson, Bx. 407,
Hazel, Mrs. Hattie E. Martin





Mrs. Tina R. Eaker and
Baby Girl, 509 Elm, Murray,
Mrs. Jerri L. Mjos and Baby
Rt. 8 Bx. 940, Musray,
'Mfg: Kathy Evitts, 603 N. lath,
Murray, Jaime L. Bruce, 332
W. Hale, Mayfield, Howard J.
Fletcher, New Concord, Mrs.
Teresa F. Denfip, 14052
Walnut, Benton, Mrs. Jean W.
Brooks, P.O. Bx. 795, Paris,
Tenn., Belinda K. Reed, 703 S.
9th, Murray, George A.
Oliver, 210 S. 9th, Murray,
David Gilbert, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
John T. Atchison, Rt. 1 Bx.
176, Camden, Tenn:, Mrs.
Diann Dunn, P.O. Bx. 861,
Paris, Tenn., Charles E.
Miller, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Margaret A. Morton, Rt. 1,
Bx. 114, Murray, Mark A.
Hargrove, MI, Southside
Manor, Murray, Toy W.
Grooms, 102 N. 13th, Murray,
Mrs. Ruby P. Denning, Rt. 5
Bx. 146, Murray, Abe Harder,
503 Elm, Murray, Felix E.
Williams, Rt. 5, Apt. 121,
Murray, Ora Joyce, Hazel, A.
R. Briggs, Rt. 4 Bx. 186, Cadiz.
Charlie Hornbuckle, 215 L.P
Miller, Murray, Mrs.
Mayzelle W. Gallimore, Rt. 1,
Hazel, -Jesse T. Huddleston,
Rt. 1, Cerulean, Mrs. Helen E.
Hargrove, E10, Fox Meadows,




Hart, Baby Girl (Ruth), Rt.
2, Bx. 53, Buchanan, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Nancy C. Kidd, Rt. 8
Bx. 150, Murray. Mrs. Eulala
Barnett, 1314 Vine, Murray,
Keith K. Farless, 1712
Magnolia, Murray, Lula I.
Porter, 1019 Reynolds, Paris,
Tenn., Lori Lynn Green, Rt. 3
Bx. 99, Murray, Brian T.
O'Neill, 98 Riviera Ct.,
Murray, Paul Maggard, 807 N.
20th, Murray, Lloyd R. Sager,
Bx. 136, Portland, Oregon,
Dan W. Myers, Rt. 3, Benton,
Cecil Cleaver, Rt. 2, Murray,
Phillip R. Hargrove, Almo,
John D. Houston, Rt. 1, Almo,
Irl R. Somers, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Louise C. Theobald, 1709
Wells Ext. ,Apt. B, Murray,
Don Pritchett. Bx. 64, Finley,
Tenn., Mrs. Maud Wilson,
Westview Nursing Home,
Murray, William Paul Dailey
Sr., 1Q5 Dee, Hazel.
CHICKEN-EGGS
Two picnic -invorites are
chicken and deviled eggs. Why
not combine the two for
"chicken deviled eggs" on the
menu for a fall outing.
Prepare the egg yolks as
usual, but add finely chopped
chicken to your favorite
-deviled" mixture. Fill the
egg whites, chill, and you have
turned deviled eggs into a









custom &ill' gitchen (chine's or,
GiveYour Old Cabinets a New Fore
W,thout 1ea,,n9 Them OVI
Murray 4•1 tte t"
Your Individual  
Horoscope
 Fraaces Drake 
FOR.MONDAY NOVEMBER 12, iv
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Balance mental and
physical well-being. Sports
and exercise may be the best
way to ward off a bout with
nervous tension.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) tz$
Go ahead with that domestic
plan. Possible difficulty in
understanding a child or
getting your point across.
Watch excess spending. -
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20171451'
Your tongue is like a rapier
- don't hurt others with
caustic remarks, esp. those
you care for. Possible
domestic tension.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 490
Little things about work are
liable to get to you after
working hours. If you think
about it, there's no need to fret
so much.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) .1244t
You'll want your own way
now, but will have to com-
promise to get along better
with others. A child's spending
habits may get to you.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Avoid self-destructive
thinking. A cool head is
needed, which is best achieved




(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Aril
Make sure your mind knows
what your heart is feeling.
Inner worries could cause you
to speak ill-advisedly. Or to
feign indifference.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 1111.04V.
Career progress indicated,
but small irritations could
arise among friends. Your
reactions to small things could
be out of proportion.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 6#
Take the first step in con-
tacting those who might help
you.Watch your tongue in
career dealings. Don't let the
cat out of the bag.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 ‘41W
Watch a tendency to be
critical. Why find fault if
you're not truly concerned.
People of differing opinions
needn't bother you.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Don't be dictatorial with
close ones. Be careful in
financial dealings, .esp. With
friends. Wait for another time
to sign papers.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Not the best time to bring
office problems home with
you. Be considerate of the
needs of close ones to get away
from it all.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
flair for self-expression and
can win others to your point of.
view. You're apt to ex-
periment before settling on a
career, though you have
,irsirrA„,offixiitOrfor
and science. In 'particular,
acting, design, medicine, and
literature are fields in which
you'd find happiness.
Big Joe Is Back
Big Joe's Family Restaurant
Fri. & Sat. Special
All You Can Eat
Seafood Special






To Be Given Away
Nov. 21st 1 p.m.





SEE SANTA AT SEARS
MONDAY OR TUESDAY NIGHTS
between Band 8:30 pm
NOVEMBER 12 and 13th
GET A GIFT WITH ANY
'50 OR MORE CHRISTMAS
ORDER PLACED ALL DAY
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Santa will have favors for the kigies
rain, 11.ory I.rIrrrrrryf err/ A
-  
Phone 753-2310  75: Sears
Bet Air
Shopping Center
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Living It Up
Chrysler Corp. certainly isn't
the only business in Detroit
fighting off bankruptcy.
Wayne County itself, which
includes the city of Detroit and
2.7 million in population, is on
the rocks.
Right now, Wayne County is
in the process of laying off all
but an essential few of its 5,300
employees.
Chrysler's troubles can be
laid to its failure to adapt
quickly enough to public
demand for gasoline-efficient
motorcars, or to government-
mandated safety and anti-
pollution devices, depending
upon whether one believes
Chrysler or its critics.
But Wayne County suffers
from simple mismanagement.
Its administration is without
central authority, splintered in-
to autonomous political units,
dominated by labor unions, and
run by a cumbersome 21-
member board of county com-
missioners.
The county's bookkeeping is
such that it doesn't know how
much money it has, or how
much it owes.
It does know, however, that it
is broke. Its treasury is empty
with a full month before the end
:of this fiscal year.
The predicament in Wayne
County is one that has become
all too well known in recent
years, and this very thing has
-come up before in Detroit and
Wayne County.
For years, Wayne County's
budget process has consisted of
giving all the diverse pressure
groups of a depressed
metropolitan area enough
money to keep them quiet and
giving the overpaid and tightly
unionized employees enough to
keep them happy.
It was predictable that this
reckless policy has run a deficit
that has reached $19.5 million,
despite a huge and growing tax
base.
And now Wayne County has
looked to the state of Michigan
to bail it out, much as New
York City turned to the federal
government when its own
mismanagement took it to the
brink of bankruptcy.
But the state of Michigan is
reluctant — understandably so
— to pull Wayne County out of
its financial pit until it demon-
•••
WRITE A LETT'ER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address arii phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense Or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &




As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
I
publishes the adfiresses
rif.- The state' -and - federal elected
representatives serving our area
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
,•ongressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses.
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Ihrksen Building Washington,
1). (.20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Ihrksen Building
Washington. D C 20510 •
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
2041 annon House Office Bldg
Washington, I) ('. 20515
sT ATE LEVEI.
State legislator may be reached
m Frankfort when the General
\sserihlr is in wssion by dialing 1-
.04-2500 or by writing to them in care
: the .:State ---('apitol Buil(lekig.
I. a nkrirt, 'Ky. . 40601 llorT17
:ithlrey,(,s of state legislators •




strates some ability to stay out.
Gov. William G. Milliken has
said this will require a county
charter amendment by Wayne
County's voters that will reduce
the size of the county com-
mission, consolidate the in-
dependent departments, and
create either an elected county
executive or an appointed coun-
ty manager who can avoid the
excesses of the past.
We don't envy the person who
will be elected or appointed to
manage Wayne County's tan-
gled affairs. He or she will not
be met with approval by all the
factions seeking a bigger slice
of the Wayne County pie.
Wayne County's problems
should be a lesson to other
counties and cities — and to the
federal government, for that
matter — that there is only one
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Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin
The Green
Family Continued
Nannie E. Green was the eighth child
of Samuel D. and Mary Josephine
Futrell Green. She was born January 4,
1877. She married Benjamin Franklin
Hicks on November 9, 189'7, in Trigg
County. B. F.. Iii‘21r.l. iNaiii.the son of
Paterd and Catherine Ann Colson
Hicks, and was born May 9, 1867.
Nannie and B. F. Hicks were the
parents of nine children: Charley W.,
born and died 1898; William M., born
1899 and died_ 1920; Lucy Verna
(Jagoe), born 1901; Virgie Irene
(Smith), born 1903; Samuel H., born
and died 1905; Clarence B., born 1908;
Cecil Franklin, born 1910; Viola Mae
(Smith), born 1914; Vine Nellie (Shawl,
born 1916.
Nannie Hicks died June 12, 1949;
Benjamin Hicks died July 11, 1941. Both
of them are buried in the Dixon
Cemetery, in Trigg County, Land
Between the Lakes.
John Green, third child of Colin and
Winnie Green was born April 1, 1847 in
Stewart County, Tennessee. He died as
a young man, never having married.
He enlisted as a Confederate soldier at
age 15. His mother attempted to have
him returned home, because of his
young age, but John refused to leave
the army. He was killed at the Battle of
Nashville, and buried in Nashville,
Tennessee.
James Green, fourth child of Cohn
and Winnie, was born February 13,
1849. He married Mary Tedwell. They
were the parents of three children:
Sherman, Samuel, and Della.
Elijah Jeremiah Green, fifth child of
Colin and Winnie was born November
10, 1851, in Stewart County, Tennessee.
An AP News Analysis
By BARRY SOME ED
Associated Press Writer
Strauss' Headway
WASHINGTON (AP) — Robert S.
Strauss leaves his job as President
Carter's special Middle East mediator
with the quest for an Arab-Israeli
settlement lagging but not lost.
Strauss is returning to politics as
manager of the Carter campaign and in
a farewell assessrnent of Middle East
diplomacy, he said he had not achieved
"an iota of an agreement."
Actually, there has been some
headway during Strauss' six months as
a diplomat, although nothing ap-
proaching a settlement on the future
rights of • Palestinians now in Israeli.
controlled territory.
That progress is about the only en-
couragement available to Sol Linowitz,
who succeeds Strauss in a long I'me of
troubleshooters who have tried to
resolve the Middle East conflicts.
From Joseph Sisco, William Rogers
and Henry Kissinger, through Cyrus
Vance, Alfred Atherton and Strauss,
they persuaded, cajoled, bullied and
coaxed the two sides along.
The result is that Egypt and Israel
are at peace, though they are far apart
on an autonomy plan for Palestinian
Arabs living on the West Bank of the
Jordan River and in Gaza.
Linowitz gets his first opportunity
next week when he goes to the Middle
East for ceremonies marking Israel's
return of Mount Sinai to Egyptian
control.
Before accepting the Carter cam-
paign job, Strauss had concluded that
neither Israeli Prime Minigter
Menachem Begin nor Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat wanted to be
hurried. Linowitz lekg..,warmtwister,
bi unlikely ..ta chshe this sPliFssik • ,
Late last month, Strauts and
Mustapha Khalil and Josef Burg, the
tp Egyptian and Israeli negotiators,
met in LonAim and look a couple Of ,
significant steps.
First, they decided Israeli and
Palestinian civilians would conduct the
elections with neutral observers and
the international press on hand to see
that balloting was free and fair.
Second, they cleared a procedural
roadblock. Instead of trying to decide in
advance which governing powers would
be turned over to an elected Palestinian
council and which would remain with
Israel, they decided to define the
government functions necessary in the
West Bank and Gaza. The idea is to
define the powers of governing, and
then find which can be assigned to the
Palestinians without controversy.
These steps indicate a willingness by
Sadat and Begin to move ahead.
But as Linowitz takes over, the
outlook for further accommodation
between Israel and Egypt is not clear.
Inflation, the resignation of Foreign
Minister Moshe Dayan and a Supreme
Court decision disallowing some West
Bank settlements have weakened the
Begin government. If it collapsed, the
talks would be stalled until successors
had taken over and settled on a policy.
Egypt might take a harder line in
negotiations once Israel turns over the
Sinai oilfields Nov. 25. With that prize in
Egyptian hands, Sadat would not be
running a risk if he rejected Begin's
limited approach to Palestinian
autonomy.
Bible Thought
And Jesus answering said
unto him, It, is said. Thou shalt
not tempt, the Lord thy.God
Luke - ' — -
Jesus was 'tempted but
-resisted Lemigationand He
cells us to be as strong and
Nithful as He.
He married Grace Merts April 6, 1876.
Grace was the daughter of Frederick
and Marjorie Gow Merts, and was born
in Pennsylvania April 14; 1859.
Elijah and Grace Green moved -to
Aritanstii cn' Wand later to Muskogee
County, Oklahoma, where they both
died. Elijah Green died October 17,
1925, and Grace Merts Green died
October 9, 1943.
Elijah and Grace Green were the
parents of ten children: George, born
1877; William E., born 1879; Fred D.,
born 11181; Samuel M., born 1885; Jesse
D., born 1886; Iva (Basely), born 1888;
Lula born 1892 and died 1910; Myrtle
(Thurman), born 1896; Grace (Ear-
nest), born 1897; and Jennings, born
1901.
Due to such factors as large families
and the lack of transportation such as
we have now, it is easy to see how one
family, such as the one given hfre, can
branch out and become part of other
neighboring families. With the world
becoming a much smaller place
nowdays, children grow up and leave
home, eventually marrying others who
are not part of their immediate neigh-
borhood. This, family structures are
changing nowdays, becoming less
close-knit But it will always be in-
teresting to trace down one of the old-
time families, noting especially how the
branches touch in so many different





revolutionaires of the eighteenth
century ought to be remembered, less
for the specific changes in government
that they advocated than .for the sense
of possibility that infused much of their
writing — and is so clearly lacking in
political discourse in our own day.
This belief in the ability of man to
change his political state is quite clear
in this passage from the famous
pamphlet, The Rights of Man, written
by Thomastraine and published in 1791-
92:
Prom a small spark, kindled in
American. a flame has arisen not
to be extinguished -It winds its
progress from Nation to Nation
and conquers by a silent operation.
Man tinds himself changed...He
acquire (knowledge of his rights
be attending justly to his interest.
and discovers...that the strength
and powers of despqAjsm consist
wholly in the fear of resisting it,
and that in order 'to be free it is
sufficient that he wills it.'
4111'
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articies on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledger di
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on . the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editotr• '
By the saline token, if an issue has
Apt Igearirdiscupsed ?gels tage_a
a reader feels that the' issue merits
the attention of the gerteral public,
we welcome a letter to theeditor, or
an authored article on whatever that







Today is Saturday, Nov. 10, the 314th
day of 1979. There are Si days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1483, Martin Luther,
the leader of the Protestant Refor-
mation, was born in Eisiebea, Ger-
many.
On this date:
In 1775, the Marines were formed on
authorization of the Continental
Congress.
In 1871, explorer Henry Stanley
located missing missionary David
Livingston in central Africa.
In 1928, Japan's Hirohito ascended to
the throne.
In 1942, German troops were cleared
out of Egypt and the Allies captured the
Algerian city of Oran.
In 1944, it was disclosed that Ger-
many was using a new weapon — the V-
2 rocket — against England.
One year ago: The United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees called
a Geneva conference an Indochinese
refugees.
Today's birthday: Richard Burton is
54.
Thought for today: Who does not love
wine, women and song remains a fool
his whole life long. — Jotuuin Heinrich
Voss (1751-182S).
-10 ears Ago
The area between 16th and lath
Streets on the southern part of the west
side of the city has been approved by -
the Kentucky Board of Fducation to be
changed from the county to the city
school district. The northern part is still
being studied by the State Board of
' Education and the Division of Finance.
Approximately 30 persons were
present last night at a hearing con;
ducted by the Murray Planning
Commission on the proposed street plan
for the city of Murray. Vernon 0. Kyle,
chairrkian, presided.
The Murray Lions Club will honor
20 Years Ago
Navy Lt. Commander John T. Vinson
Es serving aboard the attack aircraft
carrier, USS John F. Kennedy at
Tries!, Italy.
PFC John D. Cooper, son of Mrs.
Alma Cooper, is now stationed in West
Berlin, Germany.
Deaths reported include Edwin
Rowland, 61.
Mark Etherton, Jayda Stuart, Mark
Tinsley, Suzanne Jones, and Bill
Pinkston, all of Murray High School,
30 Years Ago
The market for handling and sale of
air-ciured one-sicker tobacco will be
reopened in Murray this year, ac-
cording to Cecil Thurmond of the
Murray Tobacco Board of Trade. This
market has been closed here for the
past two years.
Deaths reported include J. M. Tur-
ner, 61, Mrs. Stephen Edwards, 90, and
George Lee.
William Hopkins, Jr., Seaman USN,
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. Amos Hopkins,
Murray, is serving as a crew member
aboard the submarine ship, USS Mount
Kalman.
40 Years Ago
The West Kentucky Rural Elec-
trification Corporation said it con-
templated expanding its program to the
extent that by the spring of 1940 it would
have 1,000 miles of rural lines serving
farm communities in eight counties.
Deaths reported this week include
Stewart A. Arnold, 70, Mary Frances
Pool, 19, Betty Nell Doran, infant girl,
Betty Grogan, 5, Wllllarn Franklin
Boren, and the Rev. J. W. Waters.
In the general election Gov. Keen
Johnson, Democrat, was elected
Kentucky governor over his Republican
opponent, Circuit Judge King Swope.
Rhodes K. Myers, Democrat, won over
Jouette Ross Todd, Republican, as
lieutenant governor.
The Murray Lions Club, organized
five weeks ago, will receive its charter
In a special program at the Murray
High School gym on Nov. 14, according
to T. T. Elkins, president.
'rye Brewer, electrician for the
Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power
Company, was awarded the contract
for stringing Christmas lighting fix-
tures in Murray.
50 Years Ago
The $25,000 local jail bond issue was
defeated in the general election on Nov.
5. Elected as members of the Calloway
County Board of Education were G. M.
Potts, Gardie Lassiter, and Dr. C. H.
Jones, the latter unopposed. Elected as
magistrates were J. 0. Wrather, Swann
District, and M. H. Thompson, Liberty
District. Also defeated were the two
constitutional amendments on the
ballot.
Deaths reported this week include
George W. Downs, 68, E. K. Stub-
blefield, 58, and Jim S. Cavender, 71.
Several hundred local citizens joined
the Boy Scouts in dedicating their new
home on the Paris Road, Murray, on
Ntir 6. Edd. Filbeck, -scoutmaster,
presided at the special event.
The new postoff ice building at Hazel
" wasoccupietlby Postmaster WI. Neely.
on Nov. 7.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Smith celebrated
Bryan Tolley •dnd Dewey Ragsdale,
charter members, at the 20th an-
niversary ladies night at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
J. P. Walker, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Crawford, a boy to .8ttr.,and
Mrs. James Futrell, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. William Birdsong, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Max Sykes.
The Murray Knights, independent
basketball team, beat Fancy Fam in its
opening game of the season. Joe Parker
hit for 25 points for Murray.
received superior ratings at the Trigg
County High School Speech Tour-
nament at Cadiz.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Odom on Nov. 6, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gene York on Nov.
7.
Mrs. L E. McSwain presented the
program on "How To Make Linen and
Burlap Flowers" at the meeting of the
Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held on Nov. 6.
Ray Brownfield, local banker, has
been named as a member of the
Agricultural Committee of the Ken-
tucky Bankers Association.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Etherton, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Marine, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Collie Johnson, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Columbus Brewer, all on
Nov. 5.
"Roughshod" starring Robert
Sterling, John Ireland, Claude Jarrnan,
Jr., and Gloria Grahame is showing at
the Varsity Theatre.
Officers of the local chapter of the
American Red Cross are Zelna Carter,
A. B. Austin, Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr.,
Dewey Ragsdale, Loren Adams, Tony
Thurman, Boody Russell, and Bryan
Tolley.
Births reported this week Include
twin girls, Sylvia Dell and Linda Nell,
to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Taylor on Nov. 2,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford
on Nov. 4, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Dockery on Nov. 8, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Van Barnett on Nov. 5.
June Bushart was crowned as the
1939 football queen at Murray State
College prior to the homecoming game
with Howard College of Birmingham.
Murray lost 7 to 1.
Cal Smith was honored on his 68th
birthday with a dinner held at his home
west of Backusburg with 91 persons
present.
Hamburger is listed at two pounds for
29 cents in the ad for Kroger this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Thunder Afloat" starring Wallace
Beery, Chester Morris, and Virginia
Grey.
their 60th wedding anniversary on Nov.
3.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Q. D. Wilson, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Farmer.
Agnes Johnston, Martha Sue Gatlin,
Louise Quertermous, and Golda Page
are members of the Women's Quartet
at Murray State Teachers College who
will be featured in a recital along with
the Women's Glee Club on Nov. 14.
A big music festival and contest will
be held Nov. 16 at Kirksey High School.
Dr. Ben B. Keys, W. E. Marberry,
and Rudy Tyree spent Nov. 7 and 8 duck
hunting at Reelfoot LakeA0_,
. Ortuagea art listed at two dozen for 25
cents in the ad for Piggly Wiggly this
week.
Showing at _the _Capitol Theatre is




































































































Murray Business News Briefs
STUDIO GRAND OPENING — Grand opening of Carter Studio in its new location on 
Main Street was held Saturday,
Nov. 3. Participating in the grand 'opening were, left to right, Phillip Carter, Gerald 
Carter, Mary Ann Carter, Mayor
Melvin Henley, Jennie Gordon, James Johnson, Darrell Gibson and Leigh Ann Carter.
Kentucky Business Scene
Decision On Coal Needed
LEXINGTON, KY. — The
government must make up its
mind about the place of coal in
the energy pictnre and
recognize that transportation
is as-much a part of providing
energy as are the producers
and the utilities.
That's what Prime F.
. Osborn, chairman and chief
executive officer of Seaboard
Coast Line Industries, said is
the number one need in
solving the nation's energy
problem.
In addressing the annual
meeting of the Kentucky Coal
Association, Osborn said: "It
is imperative that the
government establish a firm.
complete government policy
on energy and clarify the
place of coakin that policy."
„
The rail executive also said
the absence of a true national
transportation policy is
contributing to the energy
problem.
He stated that the L&N-
originated coal is exciected to
reach 90 million tons by 1984, a
50 percent increase Over the
record year 1977. Between
1968 and 1977, L&N tonnage
increased some 60 percent
while two other leading coal
hauling railroads in the area
experienced a 21 percent
decrease.
To prepare for the expected
increase in coal production, he
described a $427 million, 5-
year program of capital ex-
penditures for the L&N.
Included will be acquisition of
187 six-axle locomotives, 7,430











The word for "money growth" is "sayings."
Open a savings account with us, today. '
Body Repair S Painting
Ropairing I Refinishing
501
Cattle were used as money




300 B.0 arried a figure of
an ox and the Roman word
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open-top hopper - cars and
several projects to increase its
coal-moving capacity. The
carrier is building and
lengthening passing tracks,
putting in double tracks in
some areas, replacing 300
miles of existing rail with
heavier welded rail, im-
proving signaling, replacing
bridges and expanding yard
and equipment facilities, he
said.
On service improvements,
Osborn singled out one coal
run which previously had a
transit time of 10 to 11 days
and now moves in less than 7',2
days, with promise of an even
greater improvement. The
railroad handled a record 573
unit trains in September. and
Osborn projected a minimum
of 575-600 unit trains • per






traffic, he said the in
was designed to,permanently
improve the LdrIr& financial
condition by alloWing. it Id
adequately cover costs of
handling the traffic.-He said
the increase was not
requested to totally fund the






























provement , program. -The
hard truth is that prior to the
22 percent increase, L&N was
• not covering full costs of
handling its coal business."
He said average L&N coal
rates had been far lower than
comparable, rates on Chessie
and N&W, and even the 22
percent increase left IASIN
rates lower than both
railroads.
Osborn referred to the
proposed merger of IALN's
parent corporation, SCI
Industries, with the Chessie
System and said the con-
solidation would open new and
wider markets for existing
coal-mining operations, as
well as facilitate the





Jackie Weatherford of Far
Lands Travel Agency,
Murray, recently returned
from a traveling workshop in
the Republic of Ireland. The
seven-day trip hosted by Top
Flight Tours of Albany, N.Y.,
took travel agents from all
areas of the United States on a
coach tour of Ireland.
Visiting the Irish towns. of
Kilarney, Cork, Waterford,
Dublin and Limerick, tile
group met with represen-
tatives of the Doyle Hotel
Group, Avis Rent-A-Car, Aer
Lingus Irish Airlines, the Irish
Tourist Board and Mike Kelly,
president of Top Flight Tours,
the largest independent tour
operator to Ireland.
Not only did the agents
inspect mmajor hotels but
they also visited Bunratty
Castle, §t. Patrick's
Cathedral, the National
Museum of Ireland and
Blarney Castle where many
were endowed wih the "gift of
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The grand opening of Carter -
Studio in its new location on
Main Street was held Satur-
day, Nov. 3.
Carter Studio is not new to
Murray, it has just relocated
to its new location, formerly'
occuppied by Curtis & Mays
Studio on Main Street in
Downtown Murray.
Mayor Melvin Henly cut the
ribbon during the opening
Ceremonies while James
Johnson, executive vice
president of. the Murray-
Calloway County Chammber
of Commerce looked on.
Coffee and refreshments
were served and framing was
-offered at 20 percent off
during the grand opening.
Hunter Love, who operated a
photography studio in Murray
for many years, was also on
hand to visit with his friends.
Gerald Carter, owner of
Carter Studio, now has the
negatives from Love's Studio,
Wilson Woolley's studio and
Curtis & Mays Studio as a
service to the people of
Murray.
The "Frame Shop" 'has been
added to he operation of the
local business. Any size frame
can be custom-made right in
the studio.
- Carter Studio is a full ser-
vice photographic studio7of-
fering weddings, portraits,
copy Service, restoration, and
commercial photography.
Jennie Gordon, manager,
and Gerald Carter, owner, will




NEW YORK i AP) — Robert
T. Parry has been elected






JOIN STAFF — Bennett and Associates insurance company announces three ad-
ditions to its staff, (from left).Doeg Walker, Vikki Starks and Randy Milton Wright.
Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Walker of Mayfield, joined the firm in October.
He is a graduate of the University of Kentucky and Mayfield High School Walker lives
in Mayfield with. his wife, the former Rogenna Ann Ray of Murray, and son, 
Justin.
Starks, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Ogg of Madisonville, joined Bennett in.Sep-
tember. She is a graduate of Murray State University where she was a member 
of
Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority, Alpha Chi honorary fraternity. Starks also was elec-
ted to Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities. Starks is active in the 
Murray
First Baptist Church and the Murray Woman's Club. This year she served as the Kappa
Department's publicity chairperson and co-chairperson of the Kappa-Jaycee Haunted
Forest and Karnival. Starks is married to Tommy Starks and they have two daughters,
Tory and Tracy. Wright joined the staff in June 1978. The son of Mr. and Mrs. David
Wright, Wright is a graduate of Murray State University and Murray High School. He
was commissioned a second lieutenant in the Army Reserve and attended the 
armour
school at Fort Knox, graduating as a distinguished student. Wright is married to the for-
mer Donna Waldrup.
It's Time To Think Taxes
Effective tax planning is a year round job, howeveras the'neW -
year approaches and the current year's financial results become
more evident, it's time to consider "year-end" tax strategies that
might help minimize your tax liability.
Consult your financial advisor to determine what tax planning
ideas are available to you.
MICHAEL H. KELLER
Certified Public Accountant
P. 0. Box 453, 201 S. 6th Street




Before buying firewood, be familiar with what a "cord" and "rick" are, o
r you might pay
double or even triple the normal price and end up with a smaller quantity.
Regardless of the type of heating, make sure your home is well insulated a
nd windows are
sealed to keep the heating dollar inside where it belongs. Through local p
ower distributors,
TVA offers interest free loans for insulation improvements. For a 
free insulation check, con-
tact your local power distributor. For other tips on conserving energ
y and saving money on
electric bills, write TVA Information Office, Knoxville, TN 37902
\101 Olive i53-5312
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Gas Mileage With
TodA's topic? Gas mileage
with four wheel drives.
Wonderful it's most certainly
not! Granted - there are
developments. coming and
already available that make
the picture a bit brighter. For
one thing the International
Scout turbocharged diesel.
For another the Jeep with its
new Hurricane 4 cylinder.
Both of these promise to be
four wheeling rigs with twenty
plus miles per gallon.
Trouble is that most of us
already have four wheel
drives and at the present time
with interest like it is and
shortage of coin to spend on
new rigs, we're likely aiming
to drive what we've got or
maybe swap for a used rig.
And there are some to be true
who are out looking for their
first four wheeler prior to the
coming bad weather. What is
the story on gas milage?
First, it's good to realize
there are two major types of
four wheel drives. Big and
little. The little ones usually
get reasonable milage anyway
since they're about a ton
lighter and don't have to push
a hangar full of atmosphere
out of the way to proceed down
the road. Most folks have the
big ones. And they are the
ones who do most of the
griping. Primarily pickups,
with Blazers and similar size
rigs thrown in.
What should you get in the
way of gas mileffige?
Remember, you're driving at
two and a half ton mechanical
bull with a profile on the way
yonder back side of
aerodynamic! If it has a
manual transmission,
reasonable sized tires, and
decent axle ratios the norm
would be around twelve,miles
per gallon. And driven sen-
sibly, maybe higher on high-
way runs. Again this rig is not
the most common. Probably
-you- have_ _an _automatic
transmission in a big four
wheel drive. Deduct two miles
per gallon. Ten. Provided its
part time four wheel drive
with freewheeling hobs you
can lock out on the front axle.
Again, a bit better can be
expected on straight highway
driving without much stopping
and startups. You see several
of these rigs around. You'll
see more in the future. The
wave of progress in technical
improvements has run sadly
ashore in view of the oil crisis.
Full time four wheel drive
with automatic transmission.
The best combination on icy.
streets and snowclogged
roads. We say that having
driven them all. Gas mileage?
About Eight. Ouch!
Somewhere between a third
and a half of the four wheel
drives you see running around
are probably this type of
setup.
The idea people are well
aware of - this, and already
have on the market a kit to
convert full time' four. wheal
drives to part time. Cost?
Four to five hundred dollars
depending on the particular




Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
unit. You can do the same
thing by removing your front
driveshaft and driving in the
Lock position. Not as ex-
pensive but a good deal more
inconvenient, especially on a
four above zero morning with
three inches of snow on the
ground and you flat on your
back trying to get the stupid
things hooked back together!
Strength and toughness are
four wheel drive traditions. It
is likely that about everything
Detroit will go to in the next
five years to improve mileage
will cut into those traditions.
• Most of us I am sure are
willing to take some tradeoffs
but there is a point which will
be reached that will find us
unhappy .for sure. Treetop
high axle ratios which the cars
already -have. Good for
economy. Murder on tran-
smissions -when you want to
pull something-. Plastic
humpers arnLlightwgighL
bodies - not much to recom-
mend when tapping trees and
scraping boulders are part of
a rigs everyday life. Dollar a
gallon gasoline hurts for sure.
Yet the steps taken to improve
mileage may reach the point
they will hurt even worse. Its
something to keep in mind.
The. economy of four wheel
drive does not lay in gas
mileage - it never has. The
real economy is a rig tough
enough to keep on getting it for
ten years and still be able to
hold its head up even then.
The fellow who bought the
first Toyota Land Cruiser way
back in 1948 is a case in point.
He still doesn't know how
tough it is and how long it will
last. Because he's still using it
every day!
It is not easy to have your
cake and eat it too!
In closing let's not overlook
the guy with the unele or fifth
cousin who's got that
Chevrolet four *heel drive
truck with full time and
automatic and big V8 and is
racking up an "honest" thirty
two miles per gallon! Where
there is life there is hope. And
hope is most times a dream
that's not got around to
happening. lit least not in our
driveway.
Have a nice week and
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.
Scope & Sight Installation y
41/2 Miles East of Murray
On Hwy. 280 (Pottertown Rd.)
436-2SOS
HOOKS Tires, Wheels And accessories
and
Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tiros 4 4 W.D. Vehiclas
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
410N 4th In The Jackson Purchase
7: •
NIMWEROUTBOARDS
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."
Shipwash
Boat 1' Motor
Alaska: Big State With
Big Land Use Problem
The day was bright, a rarity
for coastal Alaska in the fall,
and ahead of .us lay some of
the most breathtaking scenery
in the world. The southern end
of the Alaskan Mountains rose
like a vertical sheet from the
west shore of Cook Inlet, and
soon we'd be flying through a
pass, picking our way through
granite, snow-covered peaks
which soared a thousand feet
above our altitude.
The "we" was a group of 20
outdoor writers from across
the lower 48 states. We'd been
invited on a week long tour of
the 49th and largest state
which borders the world's
roof.
Our group had taken off an
hour earlier frorn Anchorage
in three small planes, and we
were headed for an overnight
fishing  stop at Ktilik Likige, a
camp nestled deep 'in the
southwest Alaskan wilder-
ness. But fishing was only a
break from our real purpose:
to learn about the Alaskan
land use controversy now
being debated in the U.S.
Senate. We discovered that
the issue is complicated and
multi-faceted. How it's
decided will have long-lasting
effects on the Alaskan people
and their lifestyles. But the
implications, and final set-
tlement, will also hold great
meaning for American




It claims 586,412 square miles.
It is surrounded on three sides
by 33,904 miles of shoreline. It
is 2,400 miles across from
southeast to northwest, and it
has more than 3 million lakes
larger than an acre. It has the
nation's highest mountain, its
most spectacular glaciers, its
largest populations of big
game animals, and its richest
mineral and wood resources.
The cities of Alaska are
modern, but the rest of the
state is not a place for those
who don't like the outdoors. At
Kulik Lodge an electric fence
kept brown bears out of the
camp's only flush toilet. At
Betties (population 62),
situated in interior Alaska at
the foot of the Brooks Range,
wolves are a menace to family
pets. Yet the manager of a
way station there said he's
thinking about moving. Things
are getting too crowded.
Prudhoe Bay, site of
Alaska's North Slope. oil
operatison, is desolate and
snow-ridden for eight. months
of the year. But when spring
finally breaks the tundra
bustles with waterfowl,
caribou, small mammals and
insects.
It's a land on a grand scale,
and the people are hearty.
Many look with disdain at the
federal bureaucracy. They
can take care of themselves,
and this school of thought has
caused many Alaskans to
resist federal instructions on
what they can, and cannot do.
This includes land use laws.
The Trip
As I stated, the trip was to
familiarize outdoor writers,
hence the sporting public,
about what's happening in
Alaska. To clear the air, the
trip was sponsored and paid
for by the Atlantic Richfield
Company, the major
developer of the oil fields on
prescribed 80 million. These
Lands were carved up by the
bill and designated as national
parks, national preserves,
refuges and wilderness areas.
Many Alaskans hit the
ceiling. Millions of acres,
previously -open to virtually
unlimited use in terms of
hunting, trapping, etc., would
be closed, thanks, according
to Alaskans, to preservationist
lobbyists on Capital Hill.
Access to lands left open
would be blocked. Mineral and
timber resources would be
eliminated from possible use,
even under the most stringent
environmental guidelines.
The senate debated its own
Alaska land use bill, one which
would have been less
restrictive in terms of land
classification. Most lands
designated in H.R. 39-as parks
- no hunting, little resource
use - were earmarked in the
Senate bill as national
would have to pass through 
preserves or refuges.
land claimed by Alaskan 
But the senate adjourned
before the Alaska bill was
natives (Indians, Eskimos and
Aleuts) via abortginarht 
passed. Then President
Carter, since the senate failed
The federal government 
recognized the natives claims,
and the two parties negotiated
a settlement in 1971 called the
Alaska Native Claims Set-
tlement Act. The natives were
promised clear title to 44
million acres of land and
almost a billion dollars to give
up their aboriginal rights.
Work on the pipeline was then
given the nod.
An obscure section of the
native claims act (Section 17
( d) (2) instructed the
Secretary of Interior . to set
aside up to 80 million acres for
Congress to consider for
placement into various Con-
servation units by Dec. 18,
1978. That section has caused
the rub. What land, how much,
and how it will be used is the
crux of the whole controversy.
Woven into the dispute are
complications of states rights,
subsistence hunting. (as op-
posed to sport hunting),
economics of Alaska and its
various cultures, and use of
natural resources.
In response to the act's
Section (d) (2) clause, the
House of Representatives
went to work and came up
with H.R. 39, a bill which
upped the land set-aside to 123
million acres from the
Alaska is a land of superlatives: big state, big fish, b ms. The
US. Congress is putting the finishingtcrudtes-on Alaskarriand use legislation, and many
49th state residents disagree with the bill's proposals. Outdoor writer Jim Martin,
above, was one of 20 outdoor writers, who toured the state recently to familiarize
themselves with the controversy. Martin caught this five pound rainbow trout during a
fishing break.
the North Slope. I was fearful
that we'd hear the straight
pro-company, pro-
development line, that we
wouldn't hear the "other"
side.
But the tour didn't justify
my fears. We had access to all
sides, including en-
vironmentalists who are
pushing for a policy of
stringent resource and land
use, the state's governor and
lieutenant governor, Alaskan
natives, sportsmen's groups,
mining and timber interests,
and other citizens
organizations. We had free
access to them all, to ask them




When oil was dtscovered on
the North Slope, it was
decided that the only feasible
way to move it to market was
through a trans-Alaska
pipeline. But the pipeline
to reach a settlement, invoked
the 1906 Antiquities Act and
withdrew 56 million acres for
federal management and
protection. Also, the Secretary
of Interior withdrew 110
million acres (some overlap
with Carter's Antiquities
lands) to provide emergency
protection from develop-
mental use for three years or
until Congress finally settles
the issue. -
Meanwhile, Alaskans are
left hanging. This year much
prime hunting country was
declared off limits. The
federal government owes the
state 103 million acres (due to
the Statehood Act), but it
won't let the state select More
than its current 22' million
acres. Some groups are ready
to fight for succession. Others
want to settle quickly and get
down to the business of
amending whatever set-
tlement is made. Still other
groups want to hold the line
and assure that development
and expanded growth won't
mar Alaska the way they have
major areas in the lower 48
states. Passions are high, and
electricity is in the air.
Congress is now back in
session, and the senate is
debating the Alaska bill once
again. Exactly what they're
debating, how various interest
groups will be effected, and
my opinions on Alaskan land
use will follow in next, week's
column.
Outdoor Shorts
The first segment of Ken-
tucky's open gun deer hunt Is
Nov. 10, 11 and 12 andhunters
should check for specific
regulations in their various
counties. All deer taken must




columnist Wade Bourne is
offering a guided duck hunting
service for the upcoming
season. For .details call 502-
3624777.
Eddie Morgan, right, and Morgan Moore, both of































































By the time most of you read
this Saturday afternoon
severar local D.U. committee
menthers Will be out at the
Jaycee Center getting ready
for the annual banquet.
It doesn't seem possible but
the time is here once again for
the annual Ducks Unlimited
Sportsman's Banquet.
The Murray-Calloway Co.
Chapter of Ducks -Unlimited
uses this once a year affair to
raise money for the preser-
vation of waterfowl breeding
munds mostly in Canada.
The money must come from
the sale of items at the-
banquet. The question might
be ask, where does the local
chapter get all those items
that are auctioned off? Well,
the fact of the matter is that
the majority of the auction
items and all the door prize
items conic from the local
•community. .
Without the support of the
local merchants,
businessmen, and interested
individuals there would not be
a banquet.
This year 'special emphasis
will be Put on the fact that
certain businessmen and
individuals have made great
contributions to the local
effort.
In this time of high inflation
and smaller profits the local
merchants should get special
recognition for their support.
I want to take this op-
portunity to thank all those
merchants who donated items
big or small to the local D. U.
Chapter.
Special thanks are in order
for Overby Honda, Hooks
Tires Wheels & Ace., The
Triangle Inn, Wallis Stained
Glass, and Starks Concrete 411
these businessmen donated
$100.00 or more. Also, thanks
to several area used cat
dealers who pitched in to buy
two Remington 870 shotguns.
One will be used as a door
Fins 84 Feathers
,iwfVf444.40%.?"1,,ANNANSINNORNINtis
prize the other one will be
'auctioned to the highest
bidder.
Last years banquet enabled
the local chapter id send
$2,578.17 to the National
Chapter of Ducks Unlimited.
Let's hope that we can send
even more this year.
As for ticket information, its
like this. The meal served at
the banquet will be catered by
the Triangle Inn. So Don
Gilbert needs to know how
many people will attend
before Saturday night.
Realizingrtfilr-piatts can
always change at the last
minute, there will be 10 tickets
available at the. door. So if you
want to attend but don't have a
ticket just come on out to the
Jaycee Center anytime -titer
5:30 tonight, and bring lots of
money.
5ee You Tonight.
MAY ALL YOUR HUN-
TING BE SAFE & EN-
JOYABLE.
Johnny Childress, Dexter, took this 8 point buck with bow and arrow while hunting in
. the LBL November S. The buck field dressed at 160 pounds.
Max Parrish, Murray, took this 14 point buck November 3 while hunting on the West




Hwy. 641 North 753-6448
1.0(
Bob Strode, Aurora, took Big Bass honors with this five
pound nine ounce !Linker.
Kentuck
By John Wilson
Kentucky had nine reported
hunting accidents, seven of
them fatal, in 1978. All of them
probably could have. been-
avoided by observing just a
few rules of safe gun handling,
according to Marion Mat-
tingly, the senior hunter
training officer for the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources' con-
servation education division.
"Three of these nine
mishaps occurred because the
victim was in the line of fire,"
Mattingly says, "and the other
six, including four self-
inflicted casualties, were
caused by careless gun
handling."
A rifle was involved in only
one accident and shotguns in
the other eight. "Some hun-
ters seem to think that
shotguns aren't as dangerous
as rifles," Mattingly says, "so
they tend to handle shotguns
carelessly. But at the close
ranges involved in most ac-
cidents, shotguns are perhaps
even more deadly than rifles
and deserve at least as much
respect."
None of the accidents in-
volved deer hunters, although
deer hunting has the unearned
reputation for being par-
ticularly risky. Most accidents
are caused by carelessness or
improper gun handling and




There is only two deer check
stations in the Calloway
County area, one is Big Mac's
Sporting Goods, 641 South, in
Murray, and Paul's
Taxidermy, Irvan Cobb road,
just off 94 East. Paul Black is
the only check station with a
scale to weigh deer.
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage-
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Rt. 1 Hardin 502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
'N. 1:s. 1 "11. '1
If there is such a thing as a
typical hunting accident, it
involves a teenager hunting
small game with a shotgun.
He leaves the safety off and
carelessly throws the gun over
his shoulder, keeping his
finger on the trigger. Suddenly
he stumbles and the gun
discharges; the shot • load
strikes either the hunter or a
nearby companion.
"Good safety habits, the
kind we teach in our hunter
education program, can
prevent this kind of hunting
accident and practically all
others," Mattingly says. "The
rules of safe gun handling are
few and simple, but they are
important and must be ob-
served at all times if accidents
are to be avoided."
First, Mattingly says,
always treat every gun as if it
were loaded. Never point a
gun, even an "empty" one, at
anything you don't intend to
shoot. While in the field, keep
the safety on and always hold
the gun so you can control the
direction of the muzzle should
you lose your footing.
Second, be sure of your
target — and beyond. Never
shoot at sound or movement.
Know where your companions
are at all times. Unless you're
hunting waterfowl, doves,
turkeys or other game with
color vision, wear hunter
orange. Although it's required
only of gun deer hunters, this
high-visibility color gives any
hunter an extra margin of
safety.
Third, be sure all guns are
unloaded, when they're not
actually in use or when
hazardous conditions exist.
Guns should be unloaded in
the home, in the hunting camp
or in a vehicle. It takes only a
few seconds to unload a gun
before crossing a fence,
jumping a ditch or crossing a
patch of slick mud or ice —
seconds which could save a
life.
Finally, consider taking a
hunter education course.
These courses are being of-
fered across the state and
there is no charge for the 10-
hour program, which includes
four hours of actual range
firing. Although the beginning
hunter will benefit most, even
old hands will very likely find
they have a few -unsafe habits
which need correcting,
Mattingly says.
To get information about a
hunter education course in
your area, write the Depar-
tment of- Fish and Wildlife
Resources, Division of Con-
servation Education, Frank-
fort, Ky. 40601, or call (502)
564-4762.
The Kentucky Lake Bass Club held a club tournament out of Little River, on Barkley
Lake, Saturday, November 3. Winners were, left to right, Bob Strode, Aurora, first place,
Pee Wee Delk, Mayfield, second place, Harold Griffin, Gilbertsville, third place.
Jmy Morphs's
Afield fishing line .1"11.
The days are long gone
where a makeshift pole and
garden worm will satisfy the
sometime riverbank. angler.
Today's 64 million devoted
American fishermen, who
represent more than half of all
Americans who participate in
outdoor sports every year,
mean business — in fact,
about $588 million worth.
According to the American
Fishing Tackle Manufac-
turers Association, the trend
toward outdoor recreation
appears to be growing. Part of
the reason why fishing is so
popular is that it is one of the
most affordable sports
around.
While fishing, one of our
nation's leading outdoor
sports, attracts a huge
number of participants
yearly, it requires a minimum
individual expenditure in
equipment.
For an investment of $15,
the average fisherman can
purchase a closed-faced reel
and rod combination with
lures and have a successful
fishing experience.
Latest market reports also
confirm that while high in-
flation and tighter energy
supplies may have put the
damper on some of the larger
sports purchases - like
recreational vehicles and
snowmobiles - fishing remains
the practical means by which
most individuals and families
can "get away from it all" and
still not wind up in the poor
house. Last year, for example,
fishing enthusiasts spent 8.6
percent of the total sporting
goods market sales of $5,8
billion yet comprised one of
the highest participation
levels of all sports.
Factors that lure more
beginners into fishing as well
as keeping veteran anglers
heading back each year to the
great outdoors include the
wide assortment of new
products that are introduced
each year. Products to give
professionals the power to
wrestle with "fighting" fish,
"lighter than air" designs in
fishing tackle and gear for
beginners, even color coor-
dinated jumpsuits for the
fashion minded outdoor
women.
Comprising one of the most
rapidly growing sectors in
today's fishing industry, is
women, representing 30
percent of all registered
fishing license holders. Some
experts maintain that as
women occupy higher
Illaippy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McCLURE
Tolse 94 (a;, ct..tt ct Murroy few 2 TriiPS Turn ',qt., on 280
Foliow 280 foe 7 map post Sooner; Grocery Take
bloc k top .nto Pon oromdond follow Worirtop to your right
Telephone 502436-
positions in today's business
world, many of them seek
refuge in the serenity of
fishing a quiet lake or stream.
Others find that it's more
exciting to join their husbands
on fishing trips, than sit home
and play the part of the
weekend "fishing widow."
With local clubs helping
youth to get "hooked on
fishing," rather than drugs,
there's a growing number of
younger persons who are also
acquiring a desire for the fun
of fishing. Although they are
not required by law to hold
licenses in most states, last
year it was estimated that 20
million youths under 16 years
of age participated in sport
fishing.
Once a fishing experience
takes hold, reports indicate
that it could mean lifelong
devotion and enjoyment.
Happy Fishing!
(Top photo) Fly Beane, right, took this doe, which field
dressed at 92 pounds, on a hunt at Ballard County, Sun-
day, October 28. (bottom photo) His hunting partner,
Roscoe Stubblefield, took this 70 pound doe the same
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"Do I have too?"
Please, Mont.
"I really don't want to."
Please, Mont.
"Okay. But remember this was your idea."
LaMont Sleets pulled off a shoe, tugged at a
sock and looked at the reporter for the first
question. A midweek Murray State basketball
practice had just ended, and sweat still
glistened on his skin.
"What's it like being a- fre Non this
team?"
Aw, see?" Sleets said. "That's just the
reason I don't want to be interviewed. I'm a
freshman. I haven't done anything. I don't
deserve an intervie*."
"Okay, okay. Did you ever think you'd wind
up at Murray State?"
"I just wanted a college scholarship,"
Sleets said, warming up now. "I knew
everyone would look at me and say, 'He's just
5-10. He can't play college ball.' So I felt like I
had to prove something every game."
He did. In huge amounts. And Eminence'
High School was his testing grounds. He
averaged 32 points, hauled in an amazing 10
rebounds as a guard and even saved the best
for last.
In his final game, the last one of a regional
tournament, Sleets scored 47 of his team's 59
points and grabbed 25 rebounds. Needless to
say, members of the Racer coaching staff, as
they had been all season, were impressed.
"We knew he was a blue chipper all the
way," says Murray State Coach Ron Greene.
"Even though he was scoring a lot of points,
we figured he would be able to fit in any way
we needed him to."
With the Racers' season opener less than a
month away, Sleets has. Greene says he and
Jerry Smith are currently running one-two at
the guard spots.
Pretty heady stuff for a freshman? ."I came
in here knowing my biggest role wasn't going
to be shooting," says Sleets. "I think I'm
already a much better defensive player, and I
know we've got guys who can shoot. I don't
have to score points to be happy." -
Sleets' concern with figures won't be confin-
ed to the court. He lists his major as accoun-
ting, so at night he must switch his thoughts
from dunks ( which he can perform to assets,
from bounce passes to bank statements.
But he doesn't see his major as a liability as
far as his basketball career is concerned. "I
came here to get an education as much as to
play basketball," he says. That Sleets places
as much importance on balance sheets as he
does jump shots is just more evidence that he
Fort Campbell Edges Glasgow 6-3
is a first-class student-athlete, Greene says.
"We want players like Mont to build a pro-
gram on," he says. "His attitude is like that of
a junior, not a freshman. I'd have to say
maturity is one of greatest strengths."
And Sleets wants only to fit in any way he is
needed. "I'd be great to start, but my life
won't end if I don't. We all want to win games
as a team."
Greene says he is happy with his team's
progress, particularly with the intense com-
petition among its members for starting ber-
ths. •
-We've got seven or eight people that could
start," Greene says. If the season were to
open tomorrow, he says he would likely start
Sleets and Smith at guards, Kenney Ham-
monds and Gary Hooker at forwards and Glen
Green at cenVr.
Green is o@y 6-6, rather small for a center,
but Greene says his team will play taller than
it really is. "We have some tremendous
leapers. Sleets can dunk it any way you want
him to, and just about everyone has a good
vertical jump."
Only six of the 15 players on the roster have
ever played a minute as a Racer, and that •
lack of coherence under game pressure will
one of the biggest early-season problems,
Greene says.
"I look for us to get better as everyone gets
used co everyone else. We'll field a good, ex-
citing unit."
Three Top-Ranked Advance
By the Associated Press
Three top-ranked teams moved a step
closer to possible state championships with
victories in the Kentucky high school football
playoffs.
PREP PLAYOFFS
• No. 1 Louisville Trinity of Jefferson County
AAAA won its 12th game in as many starts
Friday with a 21-0 win over fifth-ranked
Louisville Ballard. Top-rated Belfry of Claw.
. AAA is now 11-0 after a 16-0 blanking of Leslie
',County while Class A leader Paintsville, 10-1,
. stopped previously unbeaten and thirdranked
Harlan 16-0.
In other playoff games involving ranked
_teams:
—No. 3 Louisville Butler, 12-0, shaded
previously unbeaten and second-ranked
Louisville Iroquois 14-7 in the other Jefferson
County game.
—No. 3' Franklin-Simpson advanced in
.Class AAA with a 16-14 overtime win over
Union County.
• —In Class AA, No. 2 Corbin, 11-0, nipped
Russell County 6-5 and fifth-ranked Fort
Campbell, 9-2, held off Glasgow 6-3.
—No. 2 Richmond Madison, 9-2, battered
Owen County 19-8 in a Class A encounter while
No. 4 Bellevue, 10-2, crushed Raceland 33-0 as
Jon Sutkamp romped for 322 yards and five
ttouchdowns.
In other playoff games, Lexington Henry
Clay, 8-4, took a 20-0 decision from Boyd Coun-
ty in a State AAAA game while, in Class AA,
Washington County, 10-2, shut out Fleming
County 14-0. Russellville, 74, took a Class A
game from Campbellsville 21-0.
Four games scheduled. for Friday were
postponed until today because of wet grounds.
In those games, No. 1 Owensboro, 11-0, hosted
No. 2 Franklin County, 12-0, in a State AAAA
game, while in a Class AAA doubleheader,
Meade County, 7-4, called on Montgomery
County, 8-3, and Lincoln County, 10-1,
visited Fort Thomas Highlands, 8-4. In Class
AA, No. 3 Pikeville, 10-1, was at Hazard, 6-5.
Jefferson County and State AAAA chain-,
pionships will be contested Friday,_aiong with
semifinals in AAA, AA and A. The four state
title games will be held Nov. 22-23 at
Louisville's Fairgrounds Stadium.
Tim McConnell ran for two touchdowns and
Brent Catlett returned a punt 37 yards for
another score as Trinity earned a berth in the
Jefferson County finals against Butler, which
edged Iroquois on the strength of Jeff Stoops'
one-yard run in the fourth period.
Curt Childress and Jimmy Bevins each ran
for a touchdown and a two-point conversion to
pace Belfry over Leslie County, while Paint-
sville got scoring runs of 3 and 15 yards from
Tom Jarrell in handing Harlan, 12-1, its first-
loss of the year.
Joe Phillips' 10-yard run and Kerry Etaird's
two-point conversion scamper proved the dif-
ference as Franklin-Simpson held on in over-
time. Union County, 8-4, had gone ahead 14-8
on Tinker Tucker's nine-yard pass to Mark
Cunningham, but the two-point conversion
failed.
• Bennie Lewis plunged a yard for the only
touchdown of the game as Corbin kept alive .
hopes of dupliciting its 1976 state title.
Russell County, 8-5, scored on Dante
Carpenter's 33-yard field goal in the third
period before Corbin surrendered a safety
with only seconds to play.
Fort Campbell, conquerers of two-time
defending state champion Mayfield, used a
key first period turnover to score the deciding
touchdown against Glasgow. Tim Moody
recovered at the Glasgow 30 and Kevin Extine
scored five plays later on a nine-yard run.
Glasgow, 8-4, managed only a 31-yard field
goal by Scott Travis in the second period.
Murraythe
Ledger & Times
Staff pogo by Tiny Wiliam
LaMont Sleets is just a freshman, but he is challenging for a starting spot on Murray State's
basketball team
Americans Mahaffey, Irwin
Appear Solid In World Cup
By the Associated Press
ATHENS, Greece — The World
Cup Golf competition goes into its
third round today, and it appears
the Americans will win both the
team and indivual trophies.
Hale Irwin and John Mahaffey
have everything going for them,
"youth, experience and a good
strong game," said Taiwanese
golfer Lu Hsi Chuen after he and
teammate Chen Tze Ming finished
a slow 18 holes at the 6,809-yard,
par-72 Glyfada golf course Friday.
The Best Football Won't Be On Tube
,By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
• At Baton Rouge, No. 1-rated
-Alabama takes on Louisiatia
State before a howling crowd
of more than 76,000; but LW
refused to move the starting
lime to accomodate ABC-TV.
"Night time, is our element,"
says ISU Coach Charlie
McClendon.
: At Houston, the fifth-ranked
Houston Cougars, leaders in
the Southwest Conference,
entertain eighth-ranked
Texas. The winner could be
headed for the Cotton Bowl.






ranked Florida State hosts No.
19 South Carolina in a. skir-
mish between two of th'e
nation's top independents,
both undoubtedly bowl-bound,
but that one won't be
Televised, either.
However. daytime TV fans
can view a doubleheader Iron
12.30-4 p.m., EST seven
gaines and 4-7 p.m. EST
three games The Pacific-10
conference ,showdown bet-
ween fourth-ranked Southern
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Washington at Seattle will be
seen in most of the country —
85 percent is a good guess — in
the later time slot.
Besides Southern Cal-
Washington. there will be two
other daytime games pairing
members of The Associated
Press . Top Twenty. At
Fayetteville. Ark., ninth-
ranked Arkansas entertains
No. 17 Baylor. Both-have just
one loss in Southwest Con-
ference play and the winner
will remain in the running for
the Cotton Howl.
And at West Laffayette,
Ind., 10th-ranked Michigan
will attempt to remain un-
beuten in the Big. Ten against
No. 14 Purdue. Michigan is
. tied_ for . the _lead, with third-
rai iked Ohio State, which
plays host to Iowa.
The Big Eight leaders, as
usual, are Nebraska and
Oklahoma. Second-ranked
Nebraska visits Kansas State
while No. 6 Oklahoma is at
home with Kansas.
In the Second Ten, No. II
Brigham Young is at Long
Beach State under the lights
while afternoon action finds
No. 12 Pitt at West Virginia,
No. 13 Notre jaiiie at Ten-
nessee, Mississflipi State at
No. 16 Auburn, No. 18 Clemson
at North Carolina and Duke at
No. 20 Wake Forest.
seeking to become the first
coach in NCAA history to
100 games in a decade 4i44.
99-16-1 during the 1970s
It is a great place to plzi
Bryant says of TigerStadiuti
"If you haven't been th..ne
before, though, it can heat
you. The crowd noise Makr, it
difficult to hear the W11:1:
think we know what 14, 4,x.
peel."
A year ago, Houston 4-ill-
ched us,tecond Cotton I;
trip in three years t)
Texas 10-7 in Austin 1 he
game matches one of
oldest football-pla:,,! .•
colleges with one if,
newest. Texas, Hi Its
season, ranks seventh in a w
with 585.ifoustoo didn't IL
playing major college fo,
until 1946 and record,
2001 Ii triumph a couple if
ago.
"Houston has a 11161•.•
perienced II..ian W. t. ;„.,i
more experience at gum •
treback," Texas Coach 1.1...1
Akers says. "Their tor!
backs are young, but Hie\
the kind Houston .:414.4;4,
seems to have. They
very deceptive offense
pin YOU down by cottony rm.,
at,you.
"Houston's defense is v;•R
"similar to ours. The at,.
strong mid have both excvlipti
More than 70,000 people win people up front and ni tb
'craft Weir *way into LSU's secondary. 4tal they ii
l'jasitaui capatile.sukmakinit'llittuti,44.-
Tigers, a two-touchdown plays:- Their defensive 
uildening, can end Alabama's very large, aggrey;tv. •„1,1
South Carolina-Hot
State pits two old
udillUtirt _streak.
longest in tne nation. In ad-
dition, Rama's Bear Brnt is
Florida State Coach Bobby
Bowden was the cheif aide to
Carolina's Jim Carlen at West
Virginia from 1966-69. And
when Carlen left for Texas
Tech. Bowden was the head
coach for the next six years.
The Seminoles squeaked out
a con le-from-behind 26-21
victory over unheralded
Cincinnati a week ago, so
Bowden hopes people will
listen when he says that "this
may be the best South
Carolina team in years. Jill)
has done a good job of getting
that program turned around. '
Certainly South Carolina will
play its best game of the
"The Americans are too strong.
They should win easily barring any
mishap," Lu Hsi Chuen said.
Mahaffey faded slightly in Fri-
day's second round while Irwin im-
proved over his opening round with
a 2-under-par 70. Mahaffey shot a
73, six more than Thursday, for a
two-round total of 140 and a four-
stroke lead over Irwin and two
others.
Irwin was tied with Bernard
Langer of Germany, who shot 70,
and Juan Pinzon of Columbia, with
season. Just like us, they have -
a lot riding on this one. A win
over Florida State would
probably help in the national
rankings and put those
Ganiecocks in the bowl pic-
ture."
The rest of the Saturday
night schedule 'finds Rich-
mond at East Carolina,
Middle Tennessee at East
Tennessee State, Louisiana




Lamar, Fullerton State at
Fresno State and Arizona at
Same Diego State.
Winnipeg Coach Is Fined
For Altercation On Ice
MONTREAL — Wipniipeg
.lets Coach Tom McVie was
fined $500 and suspended for
three games. by the National
Hockey League for his con-
duct during last Tuesday's
game between the Jets and the
Atlanta Flames.
By the Associated Press Sutherland will guide the teatil
in McVie's absence.
During an alterfation on the
ice, McVie attempted to scale
a class partition in order tweet---,- In other matches, John
A-Atlauta--(4040-ACNeq,;.1411tC0fgelMta,4%v.I.,.-1)43:14'ttY
However, MeV ie was 6-1, 6-3; Brian Gottfried ad-
resirained by security per- winced with a 6-3, 7-5 victory
,...owamA haute le cpd vaillt over _Trtfii- GulliksonG; ene
liver the glass. 'Mayer beat Ma-Vr Cox ol
Assistant Coach Bill Britain 6-4,1-4.
STOCKHOLM. Sweden —
Harold Solomon made it to the
quarterfinals of the $210,000
Stockholm Open with a 6-2, 6-2
victory over Jan' Norbaek of
Sweden.
74. Lu Hsi Chuen was in a group of
five golfers at 145.
"I had a good night's rest,"
Mahaffey said. "I feel good, really
no reason for today's loose play."
He did complain—about the
greens, ..however, saying that
"when you're at the tail end of 44
two man teams they tend to get
bumpy. It's very difficult to putt on
the greens at the end of the field."
Mahaffey said he bad difficulty
maintaining his concentration




'Barbecue Ribs *Roast Beef
*Turkey Et Dressing *Chicken










Open Deity From 11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.


























Assistant Coaches Become Instant NBA Winners
By the Associated Press
Paul Westhead and Richie Adubato
made successfUl debuts as National
Basketball Association head
coaches. . under completely different
circumstances.
NBA ROUNDUP
Westhead is not celebrating his ap-
pointment, which ccould be for a
lengthy time. Adubato is enjoying his
job, which probably will be short-11v•d.
Westhead, an assistant coach, is
acting as Los Angeles' interim head
coach while Jack McKinney recovers
from head injuries and a fractured
-elbow. He guided the Los Angeles
Lakers to a 126-122 overtime victory
over the Denver Nuggets Friday night.
Adubato, filling in while Detroit finds
.a replacement for the fired Dick Vitale,
directed the Pistons to a surprising 106-
98 triumph over the Philadelphia 78ers.
In other NBA games, the Boston
Celtics downed the Kansas City Kings
127-119, the Phoenix Suns defeated the
Cleveland Cavaliers 110-106, the
Washington Bullets trimmed the San
Antonio Spurs 125-116, and the Chicago
Bulls whipped the San Diego Clippers
107-92.
Los Angeles owner Jerry Buss said
that the 39-year-old Westhead, who like
McKinney is in his first year with the
Lakers, would be the head coach in
McKinney's absence.
"I feel it would be unfair to the
players to expose them to another new
style of basketball," said Rims.
Meanwhile, McKinney, injured in a
bicycle accident, was listed in serious
but 'stable condition at a hospital in
Torrance, Calif. Buss visited him
Friday and said: "McKinney fades in
and out of consciousness but he has
been able to repeat his name."
A concrete prognosis on McKinney is
not expected before early next week.
While eagerly awaiting the medical
report on their injured coach, the
Lakers outlasted Denver as rookie
Earvin "Magic" Johnson scored a
seasonhigh 31 points, Jamaal Wilkes
collected 26 and Kareeni AbdulJabbar
had 25. Wilkes tied the score at 107 with
two seconds left in reguiation on a 20-
foot jumper by Wilkes.
"We looked like we were concerned
about things other than Basketball,"
said Westhead. "...Our players are
very concerned about Jack (McKin-
ney)."
John Roche and David Thompson
each scored 23 points for Denver.
Pistons 106, 76ers 98 — The Pistons,
playing their first game since the firing
of Vitale, upset Philadelphia behind
Bob Lanier's 26 points and the defen-
sive play of Terry Tyler. Tyler held the
76ers' highscoring Julius Erving to 13
points, 14 below his average.
"This is the best game we've played
collectively," said Lanier. "This is the
most intensity I've seen on this team
Calloway County High award winners in last night's Laker football banquet were (kneeling
from left ) : Bill Berberich, defensive back; Tim'McAlister, offensive back; Steve Barnett,
senior. In back are Terry Sledd, senior; Mike Shipwash, most valuable; Richard Young, of-
fensive lineman; Marty McCuiston, defensive lineman; and Don Hargrove, 110 percent.
Calloway. Cotinty freshmen team members Who received awards last night at the Laker
football banquet were ( from left): Marty Hays, offensive lineman; Jeff Garrison, most
valuable; Rusty McKenzie, defensive lineman; Jeff Butterworth, defensive back; and
Craig Darnell, offensive back:




Lou Bulks' 14 Lou !rot:wile 7
Les Trinity 21 Lou Ballard 0
Mete AAAA
Lim Henry Clay 10 Boyd Co 0
Clam AAA
Pranklin.Stinpson 16 Union Co 14
Belfry 16 Leslie Co 0
Mar AA
lft Campbell {Glasgow 3
Washington Co 14 Fienthe Co 0
Corbin 6 Russell Co 5
Class A
Russellville 21 Campbellsville 0
Rich Madison 19 Owen Co 6
BeUevue 33 Raceland 0
Paintsville 16 Harlan 0
Saturday Games
State AAAA
Franklin Co 1241 at Owensboro (1141
Class AAA
Meade Co (7-44 at Montgomery Co (II-34
Lincoln Co (111) at Ft Thos Highlands
'404)
Clem AA
Pikeville 110-11 at Hazard 164i
Friday Nov IS
Jefferson Co AAAA
Lou Buller 12-0, vs lou Trinity (1241
State AAAA
lex Henn, Clay at Franklin Co-
Owensboro winner
Plass AAA
Meade Co-Montgomery Co winner at
. Franklin-Simpson 11-I I
' Belfry 410-01 at Lincoln Co-Ft Thos
Midlands winner
Class AA
Washington in 10-21 at Ft Campbell
(9-21
Plkeville-Hazard winner at Corbin r11-
81
(leas A
Rich Madison .9-21 at Bussellvdle 7-5
PaintsvIlle ,10-11 at Bellevue 10-2
Maw F.ngland 7 3
6 4 0
N. Y Jets 5 5
alo 4 8 0Buff 
Baltimore 4 6 0
Central
PMMull131 8 2 0 MO 264
Cleveland 7 3 0 700 235
ff..1 .3.. 9 .700 212
--r'seni
Thom 7 3 0 700 147
Maio 7 1 0 .700244
Chilthend r I-.,- 4.• 114
.artmasw ad 4 II I .460157





Detroit 5 45 385
Houston 4 7 364
Western Coderenee
Midwest Divtaiaa
Milwaukee 11 3 788
Kansas ('ity 5 10 .333
Denver 5 10 333
Chicago 4 11 .287
Utah 2 11 154
Pacific Divisdom
Portland 11 4 733
los Angeles 10 4 714
Phoenix 9 6 SOO
Golden State 7 5 .583
Seattle 8 6 571
San Nee° 6 10 .375
Friday's Games
Boston 127, Kansas City 119
Detroit 105, Philadelphia 93
Washington 125, San Antonio 116
(lucago 107, San Diego 92
Phoenix 110. Cleveland 106
Los Angeles 126, Denver 122, DT
Saturday's Games
Washington at Atlanta
San Antonio at New York
Boston at Philadelphia
Portland at Chicago
San Diego at Milwaukee
Detroit at Houston
Seattle at Utah
Indiana at Golden State
Sunday's Games
Portland at Kansas City
Denver at Phoenix




























W I Prt (:13
Boston 10 2 633
Philadelphia 11 1 726
New York 7 6 538 35
Washington 4 6 400 5




6 9 406 4





Dallas 6 2 0 800 219 180
Philadelphia 6 4 0 MO 1114 I07
Washington 6 4 0 400 178 163
N Giants 4 6 0 400 162 196
St I auls 3 7 0 300 190 336
Content
Tampa Bay 7 3 0
Chicago 5 5 0
Minnesota 4 '6 0
. Green Gag .3 0
Detroit 1 9 0
West
IAA Angeles 5 $ 0
New Orleans 5 5
Alliuita .















since the beginning of last season when
Dick ( Vitale) took over. We played
great defense. Richie ( Adubato )
harped on that the last two days."
"Things haven't been going well
lately but something like this Will really
help us," said Adubato, an assistant
until Vitale was fired. "I really was
kind of loose tonight. It's pretty clear
the management only wants me to help
out in some way."
Doug Collins paced the 76ers with 21
points.
CelUes 127, Kings 119 — Boston got 27
points from Cedric Maxwell, 25 from
Dave Cowens and 21 from Nate
Archibald in beating Kansas Qty for its
sixth straight victory and 10th in 12
games, the best percentage in the
league.
The Celtics, Atlantic Division
leaders, went ahead to stay 105-103 on a
jump shot by Archibald with eight
minutes left, then pulled away in the
last three minutes with six straight
points — on two free throws by Cowens,
and field goals by Larry Bird and M.L.
Carr.
Otis Birdsong was high for the Kings
with 32 points.
Suns 1111, CavaUers 106— Phoenix hit
four free throws with one second left in
downing Cleveland after the Cavaliers
had led by 18 points with 3:16 remaining
in the third period.
The parade to the foul line began
when Phoenix' Walter Davis was fouled
— a call hotly disputed by Cleveland —
while attempting a 20-foot desperation
jump shot as time was running out.
After Davis sank the first free throw,
breaking a 106-106 deadlock, Cleveland
Coach Stan Albeck argued vehemently
about the foul call and was assessed a
technical by referee Joe Crawford.
Paul Westphal hit the technical.
Then Davis sank his second foul shot,
and before Cleveland could inbound the
ball, the Cavs' Campy Russell was
tagged with a technical by referee
Wally Rooney. Again Westphal hit the
free throw.
"To me, it looked like Walter Davis
lost control of the ball, went up for the
shot and hit Campy Russell with his
outside arm," said the irate Albeck.
"I didn't even think I touched him,"
said Russell, game-high scorer with 28
points. Truck Robinson led Phoenix
with 21.
Bullets 125, Spurs 116 — Elvin Hayes
and Kevin Porter, under fire for
Washington's slow start this season,
Nieted the critics by sparking the
Bullets over slumping San Antonio,
loser of four of its last five games.
Hayes led the Bullets with 34 points and
Porter contributed 16 assists.
Bobby Dandridge added 26 points for
Washington, while George Gervin had
37 for the Spurs.
Bulls 107, Clippers 92— Rookie David
Greenwood's 29 points and Reggie
Theus' 26 helped Chicago end a
sevengame losing streak by beating
San Diego.
Norman Is No Longer 'Stormin'
• By the Associated Press
ATLANTA -- Norm Van
Hrocklin, known as "Stormin'
Norican" while head coach of
the Minnesota Vikings and
Atlanta Falcons of •Ilie
National Football 1.eague, is
rarely heard from these days
. alt collegiate assistant
cyach. .
The desk iii. his small
basement office at Georgia
• Tech carries the only mention
1.( his current job — a memo
pad that says "Norm Van
Brockliii, 'Assistant - Football.
.Coach!"
And, he said, "That's all I
alp these days. I'm the back-
field coach at Georgia Tech,
rieriod."
But before he was fired as
275.000 Hong Kong Classic
Quarterfinals
Jimmy Connors d. Butch Waits 6-1, 6-
4, Roscoe Tanner d. Mark Edmondson I-
26-4. Pat Dupre d Ttm Willuson 6-2, 7-
6. Buster Mottram d John Sado 5-7, 5-4,
7-6
$11111,9141 Grand Prix Tourney
la Stuttgart, West Germany
Quarterfinals
Martina Navratilova d. Reny Raid
default Mims Jausovec d. Nina Ballin 1.
6, 6-3, 6-1; Tracy Austin d. Regina Mar-




Harold Solomon d. Jan Norback 6-2.6
2; John McEnroe d. Steve Docherty 64
6-3: Brian Gottfried d Tom Gullikson
3.7-5, Gene Mayer d Mark Cox 6-4, 6-4.
How They Fared
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) — Here is bow
the teams ranked in the five Associated
Press high school football polls fared WM
weekend:
Jeff erns Co AAAA
1.Lou Trinity (1)4) beat Lou Ballard
214.
2.Lou lroruols (11-1) last to Lou Butler
14-7.
).Lou Butler (124) boat Lou Irmuole
14-7.
(Lou Bishop David (74), season cam
*Mid.
lieu Ballard (8-4 I lost to Lou Trinity
114.
flab AAAA
1.0wensboro (114) plays Franklin Co
Mday.






5.BullItt Central 10.2,1 season cam
plated.
Clam AAA
1 Belfry 11.04 beat Leslie Co 16-0
2 Barren Co 10.0, 3COM completed
3 Franklin-Simpson 111-1 I beat Union Co
16-14
4 Scott Co 9-24,1 season completed
5 Lincoln Co 10-1 plays Ft Thos High.
latids today
'flails AA
1 Mayfield 110-24, season completed
2 Corbin 1144 beat Russell Co 6.5
3 Pikeville (1131i plays Hazard today
4 Heath season completed
5,F1 CatriP4611 (0-21 beat Gipagoji
Class A
I Paintavtile 10-1) beat Harlan 164
2 Rich Madison (14.2) beat Owen Co 164.
3 Harlan (12-IC loin to PiantavIlle 154
5 Ballevtir fTMI bald RIWIWOMWM7
133-hora City (9-21.,masan aropeeted
111111111Kft CC01-
seasOrl COM
the Falcons' coach midway
through the 1974 season, it was
ouch more than that.
The former Oregon All-
An lerican and college football
Hall of Fame member led the
Los Angeles Rams and the
Philadelphia Eagles • to NFL
titles. He began coaching in
Minnesota and lasted from
1961 until 1966. He joined the
Falcons in 1968.
Until joining Tech this
season, Van Brocklin spent his
time at his 174-acre pecan
farm at nearby Social Circle.
The' 53-year-old Van
Brockfin also had some time
Connors, Tanner Breeze
In Hong Kong Tennis Classic
By the Assocated Press
HONG KONG — Jimmy
Connors defeated Butch Waits
6-1, 6-4 wink Roscoe Tanner
beat Australia's Mark
Edii amdlson 6-2, 6-4 to reah the
seicifinals of the $75.000 Hong
Kong Tennis Classic.
In other matches, Pat Dupre
advanced with a 6-2. 7-6 vic-
tory over Tim Wilkison and
Buster Mottram of Britain
eliminated John Sadri 5-7, 6-4,
7-6.
to reflect on his nickname,
which was earned from
stoi'tnv confrontations with
the news media and his
players.
-Well," he said, "a lot of my
'stormy' Career was caused by
other 'stormy' people. But I
didn't miss many at-bats. I
was no angel."
Van Brocklin also has had to
face health problems in recent
Months. After being narried.to
the Tech job, he underwent
brain surgery. Then a few
months' later. he developed a
blood clot and was
hospitalized again.
"That's one., of the funny
things about this job. I sur-
vived two brain operations
and now I swear rill going to
get it OD I-20." he said,





The Calloway County Booster
Club will sponsor a junior-high
basketball tournament Mon-
day at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The tourney will start at 6
p.m. and feature six 10-minute
games involving girls and
boys teams from Calloway,
Murray, Mayfield and North
Marshall.
Fall 'Shoe Clearance Sale
Save on these nationally
known brands during our
BIG FALL SHOE SALE
NIKE ADIDAS
Senorita Cortez Country
Reg. 28.95 Reg. 36.50










Bata Pro Brown Winner
Reg. 23.95 Reg. 32.95





Reg. 24.95 Reg. 29.95

















Big Savings on these Closeouts
Don't Delay Because Styles and Sizes are Limited
Close-Outs Sug. Retail
Nike Waffle Trainer
Blue/Gold 7 1/2 -10







Natural Leather Low 29.95







8, 81/2, 9, 91/2, 10, 111/2 , 12
























Trod 2 Ladies Zephyr
4-10
New Balance 320
91/2 , 10, 10 1/2 , 11 1/2 , 121/2
New Balance Trail
10, 101/2, 12
Trod 2 Combi Tennis
6-12
Nice Roadrunner
3, 31/2 , 4, 41/2 , 7 , 71/2, 111/2, 12
Pro-Ked Leopold
5-12
Converse All Star Canvas 14.95
Gold Hi 1-101/2





10 Other Styles To Choose From
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Memorial Church Plans To Honor Older Members
TM Memorial Baptist
church will observe its 47th
aintiversarN. at the 10:50 a.m,
services on Sunday. Nov. 11.
v,ith the recognition of 20, 30.
and 47 year members. The
Bruce Logue To
Speak At Church
Bruce Logue will peak on
What God Hath Joined
Together- with scripture from
Matthe%% 19:1-9 at the 10:30
Ir Services and on
-I/0411)1111e: An Indication of
Caro" %AIM scripture front II
Thess 36-15 at the 6 p.m.
ci-x ices on Sunday, Nov. 11,
at the University Church of
Christ.
Assisting in the services will
Ite Ernie Bailey. W. H Brooks.
lack Wilsou. Ceci like. Clark
lii ks. Harold ryett. Keith
HaNs. Ilarr, NA





cc, 1:A Suns. and Sharon
steele
Bible study si ill be held at
9.30 a in. Sunclz*.
church Skj, organized Nov. 10,
1932.
"The Unchanging Christ
For Unchanging Needs'' with
Regular Services
Planned At Chine.
The He . Dr. BM Whittaker.
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, will speak on ••The
Fiery Cloud" with scripture
froni NuMbers 9:15-18 at the
1045 a.m. service, and on
"Suspicion Or Certainty" vcith
scripture from I John 3:21-24
at the 7 p.m, service_ on
Sunday. Nov. 11..
Dr. Lloyd Jacks, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
service. Special music will be
t) Sing and Tell at the mor-
ning hour and by the, Church
Choir, directed by Wayne
Halle, with Joan Bowker _as
organist and Allene Knight as
pianist, at the evening hour.
Volunteer nursery workers_
ill be David Hill, Handy
Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs.
Has Clark, Dr. and Mrs.
Dur‘%iiod Beatt. Miss Lynne
Beatty . Mrs. Graham Feltner,
MrS. Kenneth Carson, and Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Alcott.
-Sunday School will be at 9:30






Come out and join us for this annual event.
oFree Carnations
•Register For Free Prizes






VVVOV Ir'•S VVVW •
PEANUTS
Ty2a,7111
scripture front Hebrews 13:8
will be subject of the sermon
by the pastor, the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White. Starkie Colson,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the services.
Special music will be bj the
Sanctuary Choir, directed by
Milton Gresham, minister of
music, with Margaret Wilkins
as organist and Sharon Owens
as pianist.
At the 7 p.m, service the
pastor s% ill speak on
"Yesterday. Today and
Forever" with scripture from
Hebrews 13:8.
‘'olunteer nursery workers
will be David Snow, Louise
Turner, and Clyde Turner.
Sunday School with Don
Rogers 'as director will be at
9:40 a.m., and Church
Training Wjtti Kerry Let-
terman as director will be at 6
p.m. The Rev. garl Warford




The Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street,
Murray, will hear a speaker
from the Gideons at the 10:45
a.111. service on Sunday, Nov.
11.
Special music will be by the
choir, directed bY" Leland
Peeler, with Dwane Jones as
organist and Anita. Underhill
as pianist.
The church pastor, the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe. will speak at the
530 p.m, services with special
['tusk by the Youth Group.
Nursery workers will be
Robbie Hale. Vickie Chad-
wick, Frances Wyatt, and
Roberta Hall. For bus in-
formation persons may call
Verba Ray, 753-7200.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be at 9:45 a.m. '
Prayer service and Youth

















































































































































































Listed hisr• is a ready
referenc• that will quickly
help you locat• th•




3. Cord of Thanks
4. In Memory






18 For Solo or Trade
No. Want To Buy












27. Mobil* Horne Sales .
28. Mob. Horn• Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Forms For Rent








14. Lots For Sole
15. Forms For Sal*






52. Boats and Motors
53. Soreices Offered
54. For Trod.







Ideal for storing house full of
furniture cors, antques
business overflows etc




- All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12




submitted by 12 noon
the day before publica-
tion. Excluding
classified ads for Mon-
day. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m. Saturday.
To have an ad
cancelled before
publication you will
need to contact us by 8
a.m. that morning in
order for it not to ap-










Jesus states in John 14:21, "He
that hath my commandments,
and keepeth them, he-it 4that_ -
loyeth me: and he that loveth
me shall be loved of my Father,
and I will love -him, and will •
manifest myself to him." Sab-
bath worship service, Satur-
day's 5 pm til 6 pm. Bible
study, 6 til 7 and 7 til 8 even-
ings. Study by phone anytime.
Free Store for the needy. All
donations. appreciated. Anyone
-having need or would like Bible
information or study call Bible
Facts or Free Store, 759-4600.
'Dr. Carl A Bowers,
Chiropractor announces
Opening practice in the
Broeringmeyer Health
Awareness Center, 31/2
miles East on Hwy. 94,
Murray, Kentucky New
Office hours. Mon., Tues.,
?fa and frt:S t1, 2,6- by
appointment.
753-2962
EVERY DAY IS SALE DRY,10 1111.1111SSIFIEDSI















105 N. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky.
Large Oswalt Radial
Arm Saw 7.5 NP, 3
phase
753-5561
Toddler's Day Care • now has
openings for 2 3 and 4 year
olds. 753-4481
60 Rebate
On All Cash Sales $5.00
and ever during the
month of November.
Juanita's Flower









and members of AM-..
vets Post 45. Between
12 and 6 p.m., Sunday,
November 11.
Dinner and refresh-
ments will be served.*





5. Lost and Found
Brown purse with El Paso.
Texas address was lost Monday.
November 5th on South 9th
Street. Has personal papers,
address book, and drivers
licenses. Reward or keep the
money. Phone 753-1850_ 
Lost: Package between P & N
Hirsch and Kroger. containing
ladies gown, small, man's in-
sulated vest. Call 436-5454. 
6. Help Wanted 
Cashier Clerk, apply at Uncle
Jeff's Clothing Department. 
Full or part time business op-
portunity . available New na-
tional company needs
distributors in this area who
want to establish their own
business. • Minimum invest-
ment. For more information
Write: Oil of Mink. P.O. Box 91.
Princeton, KY 42445. 
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
enevelopes. Free details, Reply:
Titan, Box 944851N.
Schaumberg. It, 60194. 
Need mature lady in' Lynn
Grove area to babysit a couple
of hours each day. Call 751
3523 after 5 pm.
Part time day help and part
time night help to close. Must
be mature, responsible person.
Hickory Hut, 806 Chestnut St. 
Wanted: sitter .in teacher's
home-for two caildren, 7:30 til
3:30, 'Monday through Friday.
Call 753-2495. 
Wanted: Registered or eligible
to be registered, female X-ray
Technologist. Salary negotiable
with experience. Notify Depart-
ment Head at Trigg County
Hospital, Cadiz, KY. 522-3215. 
9. Situation Wanted 
Babysitting my home by the
hour Of the day. Experienced.
Call 7534037. 
Mother of 2 year old will do
tabysitting-nr -my -tftrme: -
753-8255. 
Will do leaf raking. -Call lie
Taylor or Troy Khal, 767-2605.




in your area. let us assist
you in starting your own
sporting goods business.
Operation can be from




write or call Sport-About,




Photography,' 6 week course.
Tuesday or Wednesday evening,
starting November 13 and 14.
$25. Call 79-0759
For sale or trade: 1964 GMC,
yellow van, no rust, good
motor See at Stella Trailer
Court, Stella, KY after 6 pm or
weekends. 
14. Want To Buy 
Wanted to buy standing
timber, top prices paid 489-
2334. 
Want to buy: one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray. Call 753-0193 after 5
pm.
Want to buy: 1970 through
1975 Datsun 2-door coupe or
pickup, in good condition. Call
436-2289 after 6 pm. 
Want to buy: Junk cars. Call
474-8838 after 5 pm. 
Wanted to buy cIeneer white
oak timber. Pay top price. Call
in the evenings, 753-4984. ' 
15. Articles For Sale
Lock sets. polished brass or an-
tique brass, key in knob sets,
$7.99; passage, $3.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
Lock sets, polished brass or an-
tique brass, key in knob sets,
$7.99; passage, $3.99. Murray
Home and Auto. 
Mark Twain boat, cover trailer,
115 Mercury motor, excellent
condition. Wicker furniture:
love seat, 2 chairs, coffee
table, $200. Call .753-3934,
after 6 pm call 753-0537. 
Rampar 27" ten speed bicycle,
like new; G.E. portable cassette
tape recorder Craig 8-track
underdash tape player; and
Pioneer co-axle car speakers,
excellent condition, used one
year. Call 753-3903. 
Speed Queen washer and dryer;
Litton microwave 500; Kodack
movie deck 465: protector
super 8; Quasar 19 inch por-
table color tv., Tappan stove
and refrigeratoricelvinator 2x3
bar refrigerator, 2 chest of
drawers; one dresser. Call 436-
2562. 
16: Home Furnishings 
Antique reproduction stained
glass Tiffany cherry blossom
design table lamp, 18" in
diameter. Serious inquires on-
ly. Call between 9 am and 2
pm, 753-2927. 
Bath tubs, 5 ft. steel white,
$64.99: Colors, $69.99. Murray
Home and Auto. 
[then Allen twin size canopy
bed, antique white, excellent
condition $200 Serious in-
quiries only. Call 753-0444
after 430 pm. 
Living room suite for sale, like
new. 753-0603.
Nice clean feather beds for
sale. Call 492-8637 after 6 pm.
Stainless steel sinks, double
compartment, .4 hole, self rim-
ming, $29.99, $39.99; and
$49.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris
Stainless steel sinks, double
compartment, 4 hole, self-
rimming, $29.99: $34.99, and
$49,99. 
Twin bed with spring and mat-
tress, good condition. Also a
chest of drawers. Call 753-
8567. 
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances. The Odd Shop.






For factory authorized parts,
soles and service coil (901)
612-7619 Located at 102
W Washington St Court
Square, Paris, In.
19.-Farm Equipment 
960 Case combine, both
headers. Also 1967 GMC grain
truck. Call 435-4383 after 5
pm
Farm fans, grain dryers, sales
and service. A & I Ford Supply,
Inc., Highway 54, west of Paris.
(901)642-8544. 
John Deere 4400 combine, 2
years old, 225 hours, flexible
header with new corn header.
Call 753-1389. 
John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor, completely equipped, in-
cluding monitor, John Deere
21' disc. John Deere model
7,000 planter with monitor,
13i John Deere chisel plow,
John Deere 6 to* cultivator,
John Deere 15' harrow, John
Deere 6x16 plow, John Deere
rotary hoe. All equipment one
year old and in brand new con-
dition. Will sell seperately or all
together. Phone 489-2141,
after 5 pm. 
Skil saws, all with7114 inch cut-
ting blade, model 553, $29.99;
model 574, $34.99; model
559, 559.99. Murray Home and
Auto. 
Tractor batteries, 6 or 17 volt,
3EH oi 30H, 2 year guarantee,
your choice. $49.99. Exchange.
Wallin Hardware. Pans.
-Wheelbarrows, $19.99: $29.99:
$39.99; $59.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
Wheelbarrows; $16.99, $29.99,
$39.99. $59.99. Murray liome
and Auto
I'M LOOKING FOR A JOB
WITH ADVENTURE!
Heavens, no, it's not for me! It's for my
grandson. He's graduating from high
'school soon.
I'm proud of that boy. He's a good stu-
dent and I know he'll succeed in anything
he does. But that's what worries me. He's
still undecided about what he wants to do
now, go to college or find a job.
He likes to travel, too. You know how
teenagers are today,- always looking for
adventure. That's my grandson! I want him
to get off on the right foot in life with some-
thing he'll really enjoy and can have as a
career.
A friend of mine told me about her grand-
_ .
son in the Navy. She mentioned he was
working at a Job he liked, was earning a
good salary, and, at the same time, was
getting an education. It was hard to believe
that he gets all those benefits plug room
and board. Then she told me th•t he'll be
shipping out to other parts of the world in a
row Weeks.-
My grandson would love that!
As a tylle he was always interested in
ships ,and planes and submarines. The
Navy just might be the answer to my wor•
ries and his future.
For mor• Information, mall the coupon
below, contact a recruiter near you, or call
toll-free 800-8414000. In Georgia, call
800-342-5855.
- - - - - -
NAVY OPPORTuNITY INFORMATION CENTER PO ii,'
P 0 BOX 7000
PE HAM MANOR, NEW YORK 10803
PLEASE rush me literature about lob opportunities and
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WILE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
19. Farm Equipment
,_tant to Buy used PTO powered
hammer mill Call  498-8376
20. Sports Equipment 
For sale 12 guage Browning
automatic shotgun, model
2000, gas operated, improved
cylinder, ventilated rib barrell,
like new Call 492-8604
Remington 870 shotgun, 3
inch Magnum. Like new, $130
Call 753-4710 
Two new Remington 1100
automatics One slug gun.
$170 One 28 inch modified
$180 Never been shot. 753-
4108 or 753-6788.
Wilson 1200- 1,3,5 woods D-2
regular shaft, never used,
$60 Ladies Patty Berg 1,3.4,
woods good condition, $30
Men's first flight driver, like
new, $15 Call 753-5609 
22. Musical









Baldwin Grand piano. 7 foot
ebony. 2 years old $6800 247-
7645. Mayfield.
Spinet piano, used, like new.
Used console and grand pianos.
Practice pianos and organs
Lonardo Piano Co., across from
the Post Office infants. TN, 
Spinet piano used like new. Us-
ed console and grand pianos
Practice pianos New Baldwin
pianos and organs Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris. TN
Two new console stereos.
reduced due to damaged
cabinets Clayton's - J & B
Music 753-7575





Clayton's-J a I two
Diuli Canter
753-7575
Used Spinet piano, two upright
pianos. Rental plan on all new
pianos. Leach's Music Com-
pany. established 1926. Paris.
TN
a-Exterminating 
IKelley's Termite& Pest ControlIS1 )914
24. Miscellaneous
Hever electric stencil
duplicator and Yorktown elec-
trostatic copier. both in ex-
cellent condition. $175 each or
best offer. Credit Bureau of
Murray, 304 Maple Street,
Murrray.
All fuel chimneys, triple wall
pipe 6"x30", $18.99; 8"x30",
$29 99 Installation kit 6",
$2799, 8", $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Aluminum extension ladders
14', $28.88; 16', $31.88; 20',






917 Coldwater Rd. 753-
Bath tubs, 5 ft. steel white,
$64 99; Colors, $69 99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
Chain saw chains three-eighths
inch, pitch for the following bar
sizes. 16", $10.25; 20",
$11.99; 24", $14.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Firewood„„$25 rick, delivered.
Locust fence posts; 7 ft. $2, 9
ft $2.50. 489-2327. 
Firewood for sale. Call 437-
4319. 
For sale: Foosball table, tourna-
ment soccer million dollar
game. $600 or best offer. 753-
2182.
Firewood, cut to order. $18.00
per rick. Call 753-6831. 
Kodak Movie camera, One year





Mobile home roof coating, 5
gallon pail. $26.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Oak and hickory firewood,
$1850 you pick up. $25
delivered. Call for directions
498-8913 after 6 pm.
Pro Sharp chain saw
sharpener Sharpens your chain
like a pro, $11.99 Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
Skil saws. All with 7'4" clotting
blade. model 553, $29.99;
model 574, $34.99; model
559, $59.99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Wood for sale, $25 per rick for
hickory, oak, and ash. Delivered
in Murray area only. Call 153-
0663 and ask for Chris Snyder.













A VACANCY EXISTS IN THE CALLOWAY COUN-
TY HEALTH DEPARTMENT FOR
CLASSIFICATION OF CLERK TYPIST III.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
GRADUATION FROM HIGH SCHOOL IN-
CLUDING OR SUPPLEMENTED BY A COURSE
IN TYPING AND TWO YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
IN CLERICAL WORK WHICH HAS BEEN IN THE
PERFORMANCE OF MODERATELY DIF-
FICULT CLERICAL AND TYPING DUTIES, OR
AN EQUIVALENT COMBINATION OF RELATED
TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE. STARTING
SALARY IS $2.95 per hour. PERSONS IN-
TERESTED IN TAKING THIS EXAMINATION
MAY OBTAIN FURTHER DETAILS AND AP-
PLICATION BLANKS FROM THE CALLOWAY
COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT, 701 OLIVE
STREET, MURRAY, KENTUCKY.
APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED TO
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH DEPART-
MENT OFFICE ON OR BEFORE NOVEMBER 14,
1979
AN KCAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
IMMEDIATE OPENING
PLANT NURSE
A local manufacturing Company has an immediate
opening for a full time or part time nurse with the
following qualifications: RN certificate, Industrial
nursing experience desirable available for shift
work.





An Equal Opportunity Employer
26-.11I-Radio
Repossesed. Take up monthly
payment on 25" color t.v. War-
ranted Clayton's - J & B Musxc,
753-7575.
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
can talk to Canada and Mexico.
New $150, now $75. 492-
8834. 
1980 Zenith color TV, 19 inch
with stand, two months old,
still warrented. Call 753-6292,
Bertie Dodd, $475. saccrif ice.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12x65 Revere, three bedroom,
two bath, completely furnish-
ed, including washer and dryer,
underpinning, central heat and
air. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724. 
12x60, Two bedroom trailer
with washer, dryer, and air con-
ditioner, set on rented half
acre lol, 4 miles from town,
$4000. 759-4754. 
1974 Two bedroom, all elec-
tric, air conditioned, must sell,
$5000. Call 436-2524 or 436-
5496. 
Three bedroom, bath Si, stove,
refrigerator, new carpet and
curtains. Call 436-2446. 
28. Mob. Home Rents 
Furnished 2 bedroom trailer.
Call 753-0065. 
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer,
Shady Oaks Trailer Court. No
pets. Call 489-2611. 
For rent: Mobile home, 2
bedroom, furnished, $125 per
month. Call 753-0241 between
7 am and 3 pm. 
Two bedroom trailer, east of
Almo. All carpeted. Has front
and back yard. $70 per month.
Call 753-6791. 
29. Heating-Cooling 
Electric heaters, 4000 watt, 4
stack, $35.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
Electric heaters. 1500 watt,
$15.71. Murray Home and
Auto.
Wood heater, automatic,
deluxe cabinet, brick lined,
cast iron grates and doors, 24"
fire box, $199.99. Two speed
automatic blower, $49.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
30. Business Rental 
One large and one small
building for rent. Near campus.
Call 753-2967. 
31. Want To Rent 
Three bedroom house, need im-
mediately. Call 753-6015. 
Want to rent: 3 or 4 bedroom
house in Murray or 3 or 4 miles
outside of Murray. 753-6015. 
32. Apts. For Rent 
Completely furnished, 2
bedroom duplex, low utilities.
753-4342 days. 753-4868
evenings.
For rent: One bedroom furnish-
ed cottage, available December
5. $100. Call 753-8271.
Furnished apartment, 1 or 2
bedrooms, also sleeping rooms.
Zimmerman Apartments. South
16th. 753-6609.
New 2 bedroom duplex, large
rooms, appliances furnished,
washer-dryer hookup in utility,
private carport and patio deck.
Call 753-9574 or 753-6513
after 3:30 pm. 
One bedroom. large kitchen
furnished, all utilities paid.
$120 per month. Call 753-
3132. 
Two bedroom apartment, stove
and refrigerator furnished, in
Lynn Grove. 753-7874. 
33. Rooms for Rent 
Elderly lady wishes to give
home to another elderly lady
for companionship. Also five
room gas heater for sale and a
trailer light pole in good condi-
tion.
34. Houses For Rent 
Nice 2 bedroom house, unfur-
nished, North 16th street,
Available Nov 15th, $165. per
month. Call 753-6855. 
Two bedroom, gas heat, elec-
tric stove, $175 per month.
753-5923. 
Two bedroom hluse, '641 Nor-
th. carpeted, electric heat, no
pets, available now. Married
couple. $175. Call 753-3942.






"Our troubles are over. The credit car
came today."
43. Real Estate 
For sale: Holstein bull calves. 2-
6 weeks old. Call 753-0649. 
38. Pets-Supplies 
Beagle Bassett puppies from
• hunting parents, Will hold till
Christmas, $40. Also taking




AKC mature Dachshund pup-
pies, champion bloodlines,
$35-$75 each. 527-9700 after
12:30 pm. 
Bull Terrier puppies, AKC. all
shots, wormed. Paradise Ken-
nels, 753-4106.
Boarding and grooming for
Thanksgiving. Make your reser-
vations now. We board cats too
Hidden Valley Kennel, 435-
4481. 
Great Dane puppies, AKC, all
shots, wormed. $125 and up.
Paradise Kennels, 753-4106. 
Labrador Retriever, 7 months,
AKC, all shots, wormed_ $75.
Paradise Kennels. 753-4106. 
41. Public Sale 
Carport sale, Saturday only,
1707 Miller Avenue.
Six party yard sale, 641 North,
fourth house on right after con-
struction, Saturday Nov. 10th,
8 til ?, Sunday 1 til 5 pm.
Yard sale, 112 Shady Oaks




75 acres 5 miles
southeast of Murray.








96 acres with brick
home, 3 tobacco barns,
1 stock barn, and other
buildings. 78 acres in
cultivation. Excellent
farm located 7 miles
southwest of Murray.
Call on this one today.
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222.
Bit 0' the country? What are
your needs? 81 acres? 35
acres? 23 acres) Farms- just
listed have acreage tendable;
some with timber; beautiful
building sites. Here's a chance
to move out and have a little
land! Call John or Judy at 753-
1492 for more information. Of-
fered by Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
Doctor or Nurse, worried about
getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes?
Need a phone in your car? Have
a pet and no place to put it?
Like a large workroom- away
from it all for those rare spare
moments? We have it all for
you...for the complete picture
call Brenda at 753-1492. Cen-




216 Acres 5 miles east
of Puryear, TN. Ap-
proximately 200 acres
tillable. Now in beans.
Limed in 1979. Has
year-round water.
About Y2 of acreage in-




70 Acres with house
and barn. 45 acres ten-
dable, rest in timber.
Located on black top





Be the first to live in
this brand new 3
bedroom, 1/2 bath
home with lots of ex-
tras, location in Lynn-
wood Estates. Has
central electric heat
and air. Designed for
your comfort. Call
Billie for more infor-






392 N. 126 N.
$$Dollar for Dollarn One of
the best home values we have
had to offer you in many a day.
Brick ranch style home, 3 nice
size bedrooms with walk in
closets, large living room, fully
equipped kitchen, family room.
BrMg your check book you'll
want to buy it. Call Helen for
details. Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724.
Wont to live like Royalty
on a Commoner s Budget?
Put MARBLE in that bathroom.
Its fit for a king and will make her feel
like a queen.
Even if you never have the title, you CAN
hove the MARBLE. You'll find it at ...
Thornton Tile
& Marble
"Quality that will Please"
612 South Ninth 753-5719
LYNN GROVE
Lovely older 5 bedroom home located 6
miles west of Murray. Home, which has
been renovated and is in excellent con-
dition, is situated on large 11.4 acre lot
surrounded by stately oaks. Home has at-
tached apartment joining main home with
breezeway. This is a unique and ex-
ceptional home. Price just reduced to
$69,500. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for all the information.
Make a list of all the things you
are looking for in a new home -
then check this practical 3
bedroom. We think it will have
it all. Located jlist minutes
from town on an acre plus lot.
Exceptionally well built.
decorated just recently, well in-
sulated. Seeing is believing.
Call for your tour with Brenda
at 753-1492...Offered by Cen-












self with a Con-
ciomimiurn. No more
lawn work, home
upkeep, just plenty of
leisure time. For only
$11,000. You may buy a












port. Move into this
spotlessly clean home
and enjoy good coun-
try living. Reduced to
$37,500
44N Call 753-8080 
Purdom & Thurman




44. Lots For Sale 
Corner lots in Canterbury.
120x120. Call 753-0738. 
150)(250' lot on Doran Road.
Call 753-9208 after 6 pm. 
If you are looking for a
beautiful lot with 10 big trees.
seven tenths of an acre, older
house needs some do it
yourself work. Lot alone is
worth more than asking price..
Located on Butterworth Road,
one mile south of Stella. Priced
for quick sale. $6500. Spann
Realty Associates. 753-7724. 
46. Homes For Sale 
By owner 3 bedroom stone
home with acreage. Murray-
Mayfield area Den with
fireplace, full basement. at-
tached garage. newly painted.
Equity and take over payments.
Nice yard. Call 615-232-6059.
Nice two bedroom home.
carpeting. one car garage, 206
S 15th Street. Asking $30,500.




2 bedrooms, bath, kit-
chen, living room. Has
new-raoLfiew storm
windows, and new car-
pet..
Call 763-2386
48. Auto. Services 
Automatic transmission fits
Ford pickup. Used motors,
starters, radiators,
transmissions. and truck tires.
759-1739 evenings. 
Car batteries, 35 month
guarantee. 80 amp. $29 99. ex-
change 60 month guarantee.
95 amp, $39.99, exchange
Wallin Hardware. Paris. 
Good used tires for sale. See at
405 Flm St or call 753-0357.
49. Used Cars 
1966 Buick LeSabre, $250.
753-0642 
1973 Chevrolet Caprice, ex-
cellent condition, must sell.
153550, ask for John or leave
message.
1973 Chevelle Legunia, 4-door,
power brakes, and air. 24,000
actual miles, guaranteed.
$2300. Call 753-8861. 
1957 Chevrolet Bel-Air, 2-door,
hardtop body.- Special at $375
firm. Call after 5 pm, 431-
4817. and ask for Slim. 
1976 Cutlass Supreme, power,
air, AM-FM 8-track, maroon
with white vinyl half-roof, wire
wheel covers. $2875. Call 753-
6677.
1978 Cougar XR-7, extra small
economy size V8. Call 753-
7505 after 5 pm. 
1979 Chrysler Cordoba, silver
and burgandy, 47000 miles,
Sharp. Call 753-55872 or 753-
7290. 
1979 Datsun 2801X, bought
new, has air, 5-speed, low
mileage. Call 753-7284 after 6
pm.
Datsun Sport convertible,
special autumn price, $1695.
436-2196 after 5 pm. 
For sale: 1978 T-Bird Towne
Landau, electric windows,
seats, tilt wheel, cruise. 753-
6041.
For sale! 1973 Maverick, 302
V8. power and air, $1000. 767-
6356. 
1975 Ford Gran Torino, ex-
cellent condition, no rust,
$1150. 1974 Vega, automatic,
good condition. $850. Call 489-
2595. 
1976 Gran Prix, black on
black, loaded with every luxury.
Power windows, AM-tape,
cruise, climate control, air, and
CB. Excellent condition. Phone
753-7853.
1971 Monte Carlo, 350, four
barren. black on black. 436-
2721. 
Opal car parts. Call 474-2325. 
1968 Plymouth Satellite 8
cylinder, 2-door, 5 good tires
and 2 snow. Good running con-
dition, $200 firm. 753-2677. 
1972 Plymouth Duster, 318
V8, excellent condition. See at
1107 Olive Street, or call 753-
1690. 
1973 Pinto, good condition,
clean, looks good. 753-5380. 
1977 Red, T-top, Monte
Carlo.by owner. Call 753-8033
after 3:30 pm. 
1977 chevrolet Suburban, air
front and rear,power steering
and brakes, tilt wheel, radio,




$1400 or best reasonable offer.
Call 167-4797 after 3 pm. 
50. Used Trucks 
1978 Bronco XLT, low mileage.
lots of extras, must sell. Call
436-2805. 
1979 C1-5, perfect condition.
753-6802 or 436-5366. 
1973 Chevy pickup, automatic,
new tires, body in good shape,
$1300. 753-0062. 
1977 Chevrolet Pickup, clean,
$2800. Call 753-8162. 
1978 Ford pickup, 20,000
miles, air, power brakes and
power steering, like new condi-
tion, $4850. Call 753-8861. 
1973 Ford pickup F-100
Ranger, automatic and powej
;leering. good condition,
$1495. See at New Concord
Grocery.
50. Used Trucks 
1978 Ford Van, air cruise, tilt.
$9.000 sticker price, used 18
months. $4.950 Call 753-5867
or 753-4953. 
1970 Jeepster Commando. V6
4x4. 1974 model Chevrolet Im-
pala. Spirit of America. 46,000
miles. 753-3621 or 753-4871. 
51. Campers 
Hurry! Winter is coming! Com-
plete repair and winterizing
service. A few 1979 Starcratt
and Road Rangers at discount
prices.' Close out special on all
truck .toppers. $190. White's
Camper Sales, Highway 94
East, Murray, KY. Call 753-
0605. 
53. Services Offered 
AL! TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance. References.
Guarenteed work. Free
estimates. Call 753-8948. 
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895. 
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827. 
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966. 
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Seari
753-2310 for free estimates. 
Have your driveways white rock-
ed before bad weather. Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison,.
753-5429 after 4 pm.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203. 
Licensed electrician and
mobile home repair. Phone
Jerry Slater, 753-8063. 
Licensed electrician. Prompt.
efficient service, reasonable





and brown. Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings, open or screen-
ed in, with or without windows.
Also carports, single and dou-
ble sizes. Jack Glover, 753-




Call after 8 p.m.
436-2855
53. Services Offered
Concrete and block work Block
garages. basements driveways
walks, patios steps free
estimates 753-5476.
Chimneys and stoves cleaned
Be ready for winter Call Magic
Hat 759-4878 
-Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work Call 753-0565 
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps' We can remove'
stumps up to 24' below the
ground, leaving only sawdust,
and chips Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343 
For your home alterations,




Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free





Paper hanging and interior
painting. Call 431-4617 or 153-
7337. 
Save time and money, call us
first. Millstone Development
Corp. We move the earth for
your excovating needs. Septic
tanks, ponds, and lakes.
Backhoe dozer and pan work.
Gravel and fill dirt hauled. Call
492-8258. 
Tractor work: breaking, disking,
bushhogging. blade work. Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5, after 5,
753-2632. 
Trees removed, reasonable rate,
free estimates. Call 753-9369
after 5 pm. 
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026. 
Will do hauling of any_kind, city
or county. Call 492-8704. 
Will haul drileway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel.
.Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
or 753-4545. 
Will do plumbing, heating,
remodeling, repairs around the
home, carpentry, and roofing.
753-9600. 
56. Free Column 
Free firewood. You cut. Call
437-4703. 
Free to good home. Male black
and white dog, good with
children. Call 753-8430. 
57. Wanted 
Wanted: Gentleman to share
large 2 bedroom mobile home.




Closed All Day Wed,
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
I HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
v. Ilespital Awn ailo plea cal 7S3 3411 ma dory a. ohm. Notary Irak Sonars
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and









OFFICE SPACE FOR LEASE
MURRAY'S MOST BEAUTIFUL
OFFICE BUILDING
We now have space to lease in one of Murrray's newest, most modern
and beautiful office buildings featuring: janitor service, utilities paid,
elevator service, sprinkler system. Decorated to meet your
specifications, free parking with ideal location at 5th and Walnut.
OWEN-COMPTON
PROFESSIONAL BLDG.
Call 753-4682 Day; 753-5870 Night




Herman C. Jones. 73, of RI
Murray. died Friday at 2
p.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville.
Jones. formerly. of Trigg
County, is survived by his
wife. l,eiia Sarah Saffer Jones,
tt daughters, Mrs. Carmen
Eleanor D'Angelo and Mrs.
Jan ies Evelyn ) Dixon both of
7: and a sister, Mrs.
Myrtle Carr of Cadiz. Also
survivii are four grand-
children and two great-
grandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are
being handled by the Max
( Thurchill Funeral Home.
Children's Choirs
To Sing Sunday At
Methodist Church
The Children's Choirs of the
First United " Methodist
Church will present special
music at the 10:50 a.m. ser-
vice on Sunday, Nov. 11, at the
church.
Mrs. Carol Thompson
director of the three choirs-
Carol, _kindergarten through
second grade, Chapel, grade
3 to 6, and Crusaders, grades 7
. to 12. Anthems to be sung arc
"Prayer" and "God Of Great
and God of Small."
Organist will be Mrs. Bea
Farrell. Playing the trumpets
will be Karen Brandon and
Shari Crafton.
A solo, "Comfort Ye My'
People,." will be sung by Betty
Duvall at the 8:45 a.m. -wor-
ship service on Sunday.
The minister, the Rev. Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr., will




'Church School will be at 9:45
a.m.. UMYF Junior and
Senior High meetings and
Bible Study, both at 5:30 p.m.,
and Covenant Prayer Group
at 6:30 p.m., all on Sunday.
The Men's Prayer Break-
fast will be held at Sirloin




The Rev. Douglas Bailey,
campus minister at Brescia
College. Owensboro, will be
the celebrant at the masses at
6:30 p.m. today and at 8 and 11
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday,
Nov. 11.
Church School classes will
be at 9: 30 a.m. Sunday.
The Parish Renewal
Weekend program is being
held today and tomorrow at
Gleason Hall.
Weekday masses will be at




Guilty To Charges Of
Egging New York Mayor
NEW YORK I. AP - Two of
three persons accused of
throwing eggs and punching
Mayor., . Edward I. Koch
pleaded 'guilty Friday to
charges of disorderly conduct
and harassment.
Linda Gordon, 32, of San
Diego, Calif., and Dr. Charles
Wright, 27, of Hindman. Ky.,
pleaded guilty before Judge
Bernard Lander in Manhat-
ttan's Criminal Court. Wright
was given the option of a $250
find or 15 days in jail and Mrs.
Gordon was given the option of
a $200 fine or 15 days in jail.
Defense attorney Ronald
Sher said the fines would be
paid by Nov. 16.
The case. of Mrs. GOrdon's
husband, Dr. Vayvin Gordon,
31. was adjourned to Nov. 26,





Mrs. Helen Hodges will give
a dramatic review of Jesse
Stuart's latest book,. The
Kingdom Within, on Sunday,
Nov. 11, at 5:15 p.m. at the
First Christian Church.
The Murray woman is well
known throughout this part of
the United States for her
dramatic - presentatioons of
numerous books and par-
ticularly the works of Jesse
Stuart, a spokesman said.
This latest book of.Stuares
apparently relates his ex-
perience after his heart at-,
tack.
Dr. Harry Sparks will in-
troduce Mrs. Hodges.
The Wear-Helm Service
Circle Sunday School Class of
the church will sponsor this
event and light refreshments
will be served.
The public is invited to




Danny Cleaver will speak at
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and 6
p.m. services on Sunday, Nov.
11, at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Tommy Carraway, Jerry
Bolls, Greg Roberts, Billy Nix,
William Gargus, Ron McNutt.
Don Winchester, Forest Boyd,,
Huie Suiter, Terry McDougal,
Owen Moseley, Jerry Hum-
phreys, Lonnie Furr, Max
Walker, Roy Harmon, Webb
Caldwell. and Lenith Rogers.
Teen nursery helper will be
LaJeanna Thornton, and
special class helper will -be
Sandra Garland. Joe Garland
and Bud Gibbs will serve on
the extension department.
Bible study will be at 9:45
a.m. Sunday.
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Two door, green, green vinyl roof, power steering
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Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts







pressed hope some of the 60
American hostages at the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran -
perhaps a dozen - will be
released soon, but the State
Department was less op-
timistic. 
,
A PLO source in Istanbul,
Turkey, said Friday the three-
man team guerrilla chief
Yasser Arafat sent to Tehran
was hopeful some' of the
hostages would be freed
shortly.
BANGKOK, Thailand ( AP)
- Rosalynn Carter flew home
today with "a renewed sense
of mission, pledging the
United States would provide
all the help it could to help
feed and care for thousands of
starving Cambodian refugees
living in squalor inside
Thailand.
Speaking to representatives
of relief agencies trying to
care for Cambodians here she
said Amefica would "work in
any way possible.. to do what




There were no indications
here of an imminent
breakthrough in securing the
release of some 60 American
hostages in Iran, am.
President Carter was asking





said Friday he was unable to
offer "seme new hope about a
speedy release" of the
Americans held hostage at the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran,
WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Carter has sent a
handwritten note to his
Cabinet officials telling them
not to make any promises
about spending that he will
have to break in an election
year.
The president's note un-
derlines the tough political
problems facing him in the
1981 budget. He will send this
budget to Congress early next
Christian Church
Will Hear Pastor
"Forging A Nation" will be
the subject of the sermon by
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos,
minister of the First Christian
Church Disciples of Christ
at the 10:45 a.m, worship
service on, Sunday, Nov. 11.
His scripture will be from
Exodus 20:1-17.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret -Porter with
Maxine Clark as organist, will
sing the anthem, -Show Me
Thy Ways."
Assisting in the services will
be Dan McKeel, Preston
Holland, Frank Wainscott,
Henry Fulton,- Dr. Clegg
Austin, - John Hall, Coleman
McKeel, Dan McKeel. Steve
Shaw, Buffy Greer, Stephanie
Lucas, Dr. and Mrs. Jim Hart,
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wells.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m., a program by Helen
Hodges at 5:15 p.m., youth
groups at 5:30 p.m.. elders'
meeting at 6:30 p.m., and
Church Board meeting at 7
p.I11.
Church visitors for the week




Members of the Murray
Fire Department will have a
roadblock today to collect
funds for the WPSD Crippled
Chidren's Telethon.
The firemen will be at the
intersection of 12th and
Sycamore Streets for those
wishing to make donations.
Trailer Destroyed
By fire Last Night
A trailer in Green Acres
Trailer Park was destroyed
Friday night by fire, ac-
cording to the Murray Fire
Department.
The fire department
received the call at 9:02 p.m.
No cause has been determined
for the fire at the park, which
is owned by Bernice Wilfred.
A treaty for the joint oc-
cupation of Oregon was signed
by Britain and the United
States in 1848. The pact
restored to the United States
"the' • right 01 • filtti —off- --
-IsTiwroimaraTind Lãbf
and established the boundary
---izire•of-theWoof4a.-
year just before he enters
first Democratic presidential
primaries against Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.
The budget will cover the 12
months beginning next Oct. 1.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
SALT II treaty is heading
toward a long and heated
Senate debate that
Democratic leaders say will
begin only when "prospects
for ratification are bright."
The pact was voted out of
the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee on a 9-6 roll call
vote Friday in a major foreign




More than 140 people were
arrested in the second day of
violence as Americans,
frustrated and angered, by an
international tug-of-war over
60 U.S. hostages and the
deposed Shah of Iran, took to
the streets across the country
to pelt Iranians with eggs,
curses and snowballs.
About 130 Iranians and 15
Americans were arrested
Friday in that West Coast city
when a 'march banned by
police turned into a melee
between the Iranians and a
larger number of hostile
Americans.
$25 Million Riverfront
Plan Set At Covington
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
The planners of a project to
develop Covington's river-
front have unveiled plans
which are expected to cost




of Koetzle Corp., discussed the
plans Thursday with the
Covington city eonunisioners.
Koetzle has been hired by the
city to plan the project.
Mayor George Wermeling
praised the project and
predicted neighborhood
groups who are still to review
would also give their ap-
proval.
The board failed to act on
City Manager Wally Pagan's
recommendation to hire an
architectural-engineering
firm to make a detailed land
use plan of the area.
The plan is needed before
the city can apply for a federal
Urban Development Action
Grant to acquire land for the




The Rev. Billy Turner,
pastor of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will speak at
_he 11 a.m. worship services
on Sunday, Nov. 11, with Gene
Jones, deacon of the week,
assisting in the services.
• Special music will be by the
church choir, directed by
Tommy Scott,
At the 7 p.m. services, a film
will be Shown, and the Youth
Choir will present special
music.
Sunday School with Jim
Neale as director will be at 10
a.m., and Church Training
with Randy Herndon as
director will be at 6 p.m.
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White cotton nylon socks.
Fits sizes 10-13. Save.
50 Trash Can Liners
16x14x37- plastic !iners,
1 5 mil thickness
CARDS & ENVELOPES
hotoChristmasCard
Choose your style' Lovely
photo made frorr 'Jcal
or Kodak negative
ptiolizi "ma, tro.n coici, prim










• Men s in cotton, No-
men s in polyester cotton
Boys', Girls' Vast 2.81 Ea.
Our Reg 12 84
4-Leg Ironing Table
Durable enamel ironing board.
adjustable height
747










Plain glass tiles with tape
Box of 12 Tiles $6




Delicious milk balls in




Rectangular or oval, with
built-in rack.
2 Our Reg 317
12 Dish Cloths
13x 15 waffle weave
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For most U.S., foreign
cars. Save at K mart
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